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2 WNPGQJ 

AHPSTZQJGJPJSWV 

TMDSPV WT HTPPNWWJJ PJPGJWV BJSMDPNS BDQWMDVJW DSG CQXNVWNSD GJWPJS� KTW 

WMJNW NSVNJMWKXQ HTPPJSWV DSG VXJJJVWNTSV� DSG WT SWTKJVVTWV MNHMJQNSJ NNQVJS DSG 

RJGJHHD TTWVWWNHP KTW WMJNW JSHTXWDJJPJSW DSG WMJNW HTSKNGJSHJ NS PJ- SSJHNDQ WMDSPV WT 

WMJVNV GNWJHWTW JDPJ MDWWT[� KTW NSWWTGXHNSJ PJ WT WMJ KNJQG TK APJWNHDS SWXGNJV� DSG KTW 

NSVSNWNSJ PJ WT WJDG DSG ZWNWJ PTWJ GJJSQ\- 
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4 WNPGQJ 

I- ISWWTGXHWNTS 

"IW ZDV WMJ ZMDQJPDS ZMT KNWVW GWTPJ WMWTXJM WMJ MJDQTXV STQNH\ TK WMJ SSDSNVM 

HWTZS --- DSG� NK VSDHJ SJWPNWWJG� NW PNJMW GJ GNVWNSHWQ\ VMTZS MTZ KWTP WMTVJ ZMDQJPJS 

DW QDVW JYJSWXDWJG WMJ QNGJWDWNTS TKPJWX� CMNQN� DSG BTQNYND KWTP WMJ \TPJ TK OQG SSDNS� 

DSG WMJ JVWDGQNVMPJSW TK WMJ JWJWSDQ GJPTHWDH\ NS WMTVJ SDWWV" (MJQYNQQJ 88)- IVMPDJQ'V 

J[DQWDWNTS TK WMJ STZJW TK JQTGDQ HDSNWDQ WT GWNSJ KWJJ PDWPJWV DSG GJPTHWDH\ WT WMJ 

ZTWQG'V SJTSQJV� ZWNWWJS NS 0740� XSGJWVHTWJV WMJ KDHW WMDW WMJ SNSJWJJSWM�HJSWXW\ ZMDQNSJ 

NSGXVWW\� ZNWM NWV SJWZTWP TK NSWJWSDWNTSDQ STWWV� NWV PTGNQJ ZTWPKTWHJ� DSG NWV DGNQNW\ WT 

TSJWDWJ XSJSHXPGJWJG G\ "OQG" JTYJWSPJSWV� J[MNGNWJG PDS\ TK WMJ VDPJ HMDWDHWJWNVWNHV 

TKWJS DVVTHNDWJG ZNWM D PTWJ PTGJP� PTWJ JQTGDQ KTWP TK HDSNWDQNVP- A PJ\ HTSHJSW WMDW 

MDV JPJWJJG TXW TK WMNV JQTGDQ HDSNWDQNVP� GTWM DV NW J[NVWV WTGD\ DSG DV NW GNG NS WMJ 

SNSJWJJSWM HJSWXW\� NV WUanVnaWionaliVm, D WJWP GJSTWNSJ WMJ YDWNJG WNJV DSG NSWJWDHWNTSV 

WMDW QNSP NSGNYNGXDQV DSG JWTXSV GJ\TSG WMJ GTXSGDWNJV TK SDWNTS�VWDWJV- ASG MXVW DV WMJ 

SNSJWJJSWM�HJSWXW\ ZMDQNSJ NSGXVWW\ SWTYNGJV D MNVWTWNHDQ SWJHJGJSW WT PTGJP JQTGDQ 

HDSNWDQNVP� VT WTT GTJV NW J[MNGNW PDS\ DVSJHWV TK WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP WMDW ZTXQG GJHTPJ 

HTPPTS NS WMJ JDWQ\ WZJSW\�KNWVW HJSWXW\- A HDVJ NS STNSW NV Moby-Dick, D STYJQ WMDW 

HTSHJWSV NWVJQK GJJSQ\ ZNWM WMJ SNSJWJJSWM�HJSWXW\ ZMDQNSJ NSGXVWW\- TMTXJM Moby-Dick 

MDV WWDGNWNTSDQQ\ GJJS MDNQJG DV WMJ "GWJDW APJWNHDS NTYJQ" DSG WMJ VXNSWJVVJSWNDQ 

"SDWNTSDQ SDWWDWNYJ�" VHMTQDWV MDYJ WJHTJSN]JG KTW VJYJWDQ GJHDGJV STZ WMDW WMJ STYJQ DQVT 

DGGWJVVJV PDS\ DVSJHWV TK WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP� DSG WJHJSW ZTWP G\ VHMTQDWV NS APJWNHDS 

VWXGNJV MDV GJPTSVWWDWJG WMJ YDVWQ\ GNKKJWJSW ZD\V WMDW Moby-Dick HDS GJ WJDG DV D 

WWDSVSDWNTSDQ SDWWDWNYJ- YJW� DV TSJ VHMTQDW DHPSTZQJGJJV� WWDSVSDWNTSDQ WJDGNSJV TK WMJ 

STYJQ MDYJ G\ ST PJDSV GJJS KXQQ\ J[SQTWJG (TDQQ\� "ASWN�IVMPDJQ" 03)- B\ ZD\ TK 
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KXWWMJWNSJ VXHM J[SQTWDWNTS� VHMTQDWV MDYJ GJJS PDPNSJ HTSSJHWNTSV DHWTVV GNVHNSQNSJV� 

DSG TSJ ZD\ NS ZMNHM DS NSWJWGNVHNSQNSDW\ DSSWTDHM HDS WJYJDQ SJZ NSVNJMWV NV NS WMJ 

VWXG\ TK MTZ PXVNH NV GJSNHWJG NS Moby-Dick. 

TMNV SDSJW ZNQQ KTHXV TS WJSWJVJSWDWNTSV TKPXVNH NS Moby-Dick, VMTZNSJ WMDW 

WMJVJ MDYJ HQJDW NPSQNHDWNTSV KTW NGJDV DGTXW WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP WMDW ZJWJ JPJWJNSJ NS WMJ 

PNG�SNSJWJJSWM HJSWXW\� DSG DGG WT TXW XSGJWVWDSGNSJ TK MJQYNQQJ'V NGJDV DGTXW 

WWDSVSDWNTSDQ NVP- SSJHNKNHDQQ\� WMJ GJSNHWNTSV TKPXVNH NS Moby-Dick WJYJDQ MJQYNQQJ'V 

STYJQ WT GJ PXHM PTWJ DS J[SWJVVNTS TK WJVNVWDSHJ WT JQTGDQ HDSNWDQN]DWNTS DSG JHTSTPNH 

NPSJWNDQNVP WMDS NV TKWJS VXSSTVJG- MJQYNQQJ'V PXVNHDQ GJSNHWNTSV TK WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP 

SWTPSW D WJDGNSJ TK IVMPDJQ'V YJWGDQ GJVHWNSWNTSV TK WWDSVSDWNTSDQ NVP (ZMNHM WJSG WT 

HMDPSNTS APJWNHDS J[HJSWNTSDQNVP DSG JQTGDQ HDSNWDQNVP) DJDNSVW WMJ JWDNS- TMWTXJM 

HQTVJ WJDGNSJV TK PXVNHDQ GJSNHWNTSV NS WMJ STYJQ DV ZJQQ DV GNVHXVVNTSV TK WMJ MNVWTWNHDQ 

HTSWJ[WV TK WMJ PXVNHDQ NGNTPV STWWWD\JG NS NW� WMJ PXVNHDQ PJQTGWDPD DSG WMJ VJD 

VMDSW\� WMNV SDSJW ZNQQ VMTZ WMDW WMJ GJSNHWNTSV TK PXVNH NS WMJ STYJQ WJYJDQ DVSJHWV TK 

WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP WMDW DWJ MNGGJS KWTP IVMPDJQ'V TZS ZTWGV- A ZMTQJ HMDSWJW TKMoby-

Dick NV ZWNWWJS NS WMJ KTWP TK D PXVNHDQ PJQTGWDPD� ZMNQJ GJVHWNSWNTSV TK WMJ HWJZ'V 

VMDSWNJV WJHJNYJ TSQ\ D KJZ VJSWJSHJV NS WMJ JSWNWJ STYJQ- TMNV SDSJW ZNQQ WMJWJKTWJ 

HTSHJSWWDWJ SWNPDWNQ\ TS WMJ PXVNHDQ PJQTGWDPD� GXW GJHDXVJ WMJ KJZ NSVWDSHJV TK WMJ 

HWJZ'V VMDSW\NSJ SWTYJ WT GJ VT WJQJYDSW WT TWMJW DVSJHWV TK WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP� WMJVJ ZNQQ 

DQVT GJ GNVHXVVJG- AGGNWNTSDQQ\� WMJ WZT PXVNHDQ NGNTPV SJJG WT GJ XSGJWVWTTG WTJJWMJW� 

GJHDXVJ WMJ JDHM WJSWJVJSWV D GNKKJWJSW W\SJ TK WWDSVSDWNTSDWNTSDQ KTWPDWNTS- 

FNWVW� NW NV SJHJVVDW\ WT XSGJWVWDSG WMJ MNVWTWNHDQ VTHNDQ HTSWJ[WV TK PXVNHDQ 

PJQTGWDPD DSG VJD VMDSWNJV NS TWGJW WT XSGJWVWDSG MTZ DSG ZM\ MJQYNQQJ DGGWJVVJG 
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DVSJHWV TK WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP WMWTXJM GJSNHWNTSV TK WMJVJ PXVNHDQ NGNTPV WDWMJW WMDS NS 

IVMPDJQ'V ZTWGV- AKWJW D GNVHXVVNTS TK WMJVJ HTSWJ[WV� WMJ SDSJW ZNQQ KTHXV TS VJYJWDQ PJ\ 

DVSJHWV TK WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP WMDW DWJ DGGWJVVJG NS WMJVJ PXVNHDQ GJSNHWNTSV- FNWVW� I DWJXJ 

WMDW MJQYNQQJ'V XVJ TK PXVNHDQ PJQTGWDPDWNH JQJPJSWV NS WMJ "MNGSNJMW� FTWJHDVWQJ" 

HMDSWJW VNJSDQV MNV VTQNGDWNW\ ZNWM WMJ ZTWPNSJ HQDVV� ZMNHM NV WMJ GDVNV KTW SJZ PTGJV TK 

WWDSVSDWNTSDQ NGJSWNW\ DSG WJVNVWDSHJ WMDW DWJ VXJJJVWJG G\ WMJ PXVNH NS WMJ STYJQ- NJ[W� NW 

ZNQQ GJ VMTZS WMDW WMJ "WWDSVSDWNTSDQ VSDHJ" TK WMJ KTWJHDVWQJ MDV D GNVTWNJSWNSJ JKKJHW TS 

WMJ NSGNYNGXDQ VDNQTWV' SDWNTSDQNVWNH VTSJV DSG GDSHJV� DSG XQWNPDWJQ\� TS WMJNW NSGNYNGXDQ 

NGJSWNWNJV DV VXGMJHWV TK D SDWNTS�VWDWJ- TMJ HTSGNWNTS TK GNKKJWJSHJ WMDW NV VT JKKJHWNYJQ\ 

VMTZS NS WMJ VDNQTWV' PXVNH QJDGV NS WXWS WT SJZ WWDSVSDWNTSDQ NGJSWNWNJV DPTSJ VTPJ TK 

WMJ HWJZ� GDVJG TS WDHNDQ DZDWJSJVV DSG VXGDQWJWS SJWVSJHWNYJV- FNSDQQ\� NW ZNQQ GJ DWJXJG 

WMDW WMJ VDNQTWV' VMDSWNJV WJSWJVJSW D KTWP TK WJVNVWDSHJ WMDW NV WTTWJG NS WMJNW NGJSWNWNJV DV 

WWDSVSDWNTSDQ VXGMJHWV- 

TMNV WJDGNSJ TKMoby-Dick, NSKTSSJG G\ PXVNHDQ GJSNHWNTSV� HTPSQNHDWJV SWJYNTXV 

WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVW WJDGNSJV TK WMJ STYJQ� ZMNHM MDYJ WJSGJG WT WDPJ IVMPDJQ'V XWWJWDSHJV DW 

KDHJ YDQXJ� DV XSNYTHDQ J[SWJVVNTSV (TDQQ\� "ASWN�IVMPDJQ" 3) - IS HTSWWDVW WT WMNV 

PTSTQTJNH KTHXV� ZMNHM RTGJWW TDQQ\ MDV HDQQJG "IVMPDJQ�HJSWWNH" ("ASWN�IVMPDJQ" 02)� 

J[DPNSNSJ Moby-Dick'V GJSNHWNTSV TK PXVNH VMNKWV WMJ KTHXV WT WMJ Peqlod'V HWJZ� 

MNJMQNJMWNSJ WMJ STYJQ'V STQ\SMTSNH YTNHJ- FXWWMJWPTWJ� MJQYNQQJ VMTZV WMNV PXVNHDQ 

STQ\SMTS\ WT GJ MNJMQ\ SXDSHJG DSG HTPSQJ[� DW WNPJV PDWPJG G\ HMDTV DSG GNKKJWJSHJ� 

DSG DW TWMJW WNPJV XSNKNJG NS VTQNGDWNW\-
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II- TWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP DSG NNSJWJJSWM�CJSWXW\ MXVNH 

TUanVnaWionaliVm DSG WUanVnaWional DWJ WJWPV GJVHWNGNSJ WMJ YDWNJG WNJV DSG 

NSWJWDHWNTSV WMDW QNSP NSGNYNGXDQV DSG JWTXSV GJ\TSG WMJ GTXSGDWNJV TKSDWNTS�VWDWJV-

TMJVJ QNSPV HTPSWNVJ VTHNDQ KTWPDWNTSV WMDW PD\ GJ JNWMJW GNJJJW TW VPDQQJW WMDS D SDWNTS� 

VWDWJ� DSG KTVWJW NSGNYNGXDQ DSG HTQQJHWNYJ VXGMJHWNYNWNJV WMDW DWJ STW NSYJVWJG NS SDWNTSDQ 

NGJSWNWNJV- IS WMNV SDSJW� WMJS� WUanVnaWionaliVm NV XVJG WT GJSTWJ DS DSSWTDHM WMDW GTJV 

STW YNJZ "WMJ SDWNTS TW SDWNTSDQNVP� DV WMJ HJSWWDQ� TWJDSN]NSJ HTSHJSW TK QNWJWDW\ TW 

HXQWXWDQ VWXGNJV" (TDQQ\� "ASWN�IVMPDJQ" 04S3)- FXWWMJW� WMNV SDSJW XVJV "WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP" 

DSG "WWDSVSDWNTSDQ" DV WMJ XSGJWVWDSGNSJ TK WMJVJ WJWPV MDV GJJS XWNQN]JG DSG GJYJQTSJG 

NS WJHJSW APJWNHDS VWXGNJV VHMTQDWVMNS� SDWWNHXQDWQ\ NS WMJ ZTWP TK DTSDQG PJDVJ� WT 

GJSTWJ "SWTHJVVJV GJWZJJS TW GJ\TSG SDWNTSDQ GTXSGDWNJV NSYTQYNSJ VJYJWDQ SDWNTSV TW 

SDWNTSDQNWNJV" ("ISWWTGXHWNTS9 RJ�PDSSNSJ WMJ TWDSVSDWNTSDQ TXP" 2�3)- 0 TUanVnaWional 

KTSSDWNTSV DWJ GNVWNSHW KWTP inWeUnaWional KTWPDWNTSV NS WMDW NS WMJ KT0PJW� "NGJSWNWNJV� 

WMNSJV� KNSDSHJV� DSG SQDHJV DWJ STW GTXSG G\ SDWNTSDQ NGJSWNKNHDWNTSV DSG NSYJVWPJSWV" 

(PJDVJ� "RJ�PDSSNSJ WMJ TWDSVSDWNTSDQ TXP" 4)- I DQVT GNVWNSJXNVM GJWZJJS 

globalizaWion-which W\SNHDQQ\ GJVHWNGJV WMJ HMDSJNSJ WJQDWNTSVMNSV DPTSJ SDWNTS�VWDWJV 

NS D JQTGDQ HDSNWDQNVW JHTSTP\�DSG WUanVnaWionaliVm, ZMNHM NS PXHM HXWWJSW VHMTQDWVMNS 

DWWNHXQDWJV WJVNVWDSHJ WT JHTSTPNH JQTGDQN]DWNTS (PJDVJ� "PTVWSDWNTSDQ DSG PTVWHTQTSNDQ 

RJHTSKNJXWDWNTSV" 162)- 

0- TUanVnaWional NS WMNV SWTMJHW NV XVJG NS D ZD\ WMDW NV YNWWXDQQ\ V\STS\PTXV ZNWM WMJ ZD\V WMDW 
VTPJ SWJYNTXV APJWNHDS VWXGNJV VHMTQDWV MDYJ XVJG WMJ WJWP poVWnaWional, GXW WUanVnaWional NV HMTVJS MJWJ 
GTWM WT DYTNG HTPSQNHDWNTSV DSG VXDQNKNHDWNTSV WMDW DWNVJ KWTP WMJ WJPSTWDQ NPSQNHDWNTSV TK WMJ SWJKN[ poVW 
NS STVWSDWNTSDQNVP (CXWNJQ JW DQ 1: PJDVJ� "PTVWSDWNTSDQ DSG PTVWHTQTSNDQ RJHTSKNJXWDWNTSV" 162)� DSG WT 
PTWJ WJDGNQ\ VNWXDWJ WMNV SWTMJHW NS WMJ HTSWJ[W TK WMJ PTVW WJHJSW VHMTQDWVMNS NS APJWNHDS VWXGNJV� NS ZMNHM 
"WMJ WJWP 'WWDSVSDWNTSDQ ' MDV WJSQDHJG 'PXQWNHXQWXWDQ�' ' STVWHTQTSNDQ�' DSG 'STVWSDWNTSDQ' DV WMJ PTVW 
KWJVXJSWQ\ NSYTPJG VXDQNKNJW" (PJDVJ� "RJ�PDSSNSJ WMJ TWDSVSDWNTSDQ TXP" 0)-
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TMJ WJWP WUanVnaWional HDS KXSHWNTS JNWMJW DV DS DGMJHWNYDQ VXDQNKNJW TW DV D 

STXS�NW HDS GJSTWJ JNWMJW D HTSHJSWXDQ KWDPJZTWP TW WMJ TGMJHWV WDPJS XS KTW VWXG\- 

DTSDQG PJDVJ J[SQDNSV9 "AV DS DGMJHWNYDQ VXDQNKNJW� WMJ WWDSVSDWNTSDQ HDS GJVHWNGJ 

JYJW\WMNSJ KWTP SJXWWDQ WJSWJVJSWDWNTSV TK NPSJWNDQ J[HMDSJJV WT WMJNW GNDVSTWNH HWNWNVXJV�" 

ZMNQJ "ZMJS XVJG DV D STXS� WMJ WWDSVSDWNTSDQ WJKJWV WT D HTSGNWNTS TK NS�GJWZJJSSJVV (WMJ 

'WWDSV')� DSG WT D GJMDYNTWDQ HDWJJTW\ WMDW NPSXWJV WMJ WWDNWV TK KQJ[NGNQNW\� STS� 

NGJSWNKNHDWNTS� M\GWNGNW\� DSG PTGNQNW\ WT DJJSWV TK HTSGXHW" ("ISWWTGXHWNTS9 RJPDSSNSJ" 

3)- TMNV GNVWNSHWNTS NV NPSTWWDSW NS WMJ HDVJ TKMoby-Dick GJHDXVJ WMJ GTTP GTWM HTSWDNSV 

WJSWJVJSWDWNTSV TK WWDSVSDWNTSDQ TGMJHWV (WMJ HWJZ WMJPVJQYJV ZMJS WMJ\ DWJ VMDSW\NSJ)� 

DSG VNPXQWDSJTXVQ\ QJSGV NWVJQK WT NSWJWSWJWDWNTS WMWTXJM D WWDSVSDWNTSDQ KWDPJZTWP� DV 

PXHM VHMTQDWVMNS NS APJWNHDS SWXGNJV MDV VMTZS- WNWMNS WMJ QDVW KJZ \JDWV� VHMTQDWV 

MDYJ WJDG Moby-Dick DV PXHM PTWJ WMDS D SDWNTSDQ SDWWDWNYJ� VNWXDWNSJ MJQYNQQJ DPTSJ 

DS JPJWJNSJ JWTXS TK SNSJWJJSWM�HJSWXW\ U-S- ZWNWJWV ZMT ZJWJ "GTWM VJQK�HWNWNHDQ DSG 

WWDSVSDWNTSDQ" (BDWWJSJHMJD 1/)- SXHM D WWDSVSDWNTSDQ WJDGNSJ TKMoby-Dick HDS GJ 

HDWWNJG TXW XVNSJ D YDWNJW\ TK PJWMTGTQTJNJV DSG WMJTWJWNHDQ DSSWTDHMJV- 

DJVSNWJ Moby-Dick 'V HTSWNSXJG HDSDHNW\ WT WJPDNS WJQJYDSW WT APJWNHDS VWXGNJV� 

DSG WMJ DGNQNW\ TK VHMTQDWV WT KNSG SJZ DSSWTDHMJV WT NW WMWTXJM WMJ XVJ TK 

NSWJWGNVHNSQNSDW\ PJWMTGTQTJNJV� WMJWJ MDV GJJS YJW\ QNWWQJ WJVJDWHM GTSJ TS MJQYNQQJ'V XVJ 

TK PXVNH NS MNV STYJQV- SWJWQNSJ SWXHPJ\ PDNSWDNSV WMDW WMNV NV GJHDXVJ WMJ DWW KTWPV TK 

PXVNH DSG GDSHJ "DWJ DW D GNVHTXSW NS QNWJWDW\ HWNWNHNVP" GJVSNWJ MJQYNQQJ'V VPNQQKXQ XVJ TK 

WMTVJ JQJPJSWV (5)9 

TMNV MDV JTSJ YNWWXDQQ\ XSSTWNHJG NS MNV ZTWP� DSG TSJ NV STW QNPJQ\ WT JT 

WT APJWNHDS KNHWNTS J[SJHWNSJ PXVNH DSG GDSHJ� TW WMJ WZT WTJJWMJW (ZMNHM 

� 
'' 
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NV MJQYNQQJ'V VW\QJ)� WT JWJDWQ\ DNG NS XSGJWVWDSGNSJ D SDWWNHXQDW ZTWP TK 

KNHWNTS---- MXVNH DSG GDSHJ DWJ STW WWJDWJG DV NPSTWWDSW JQJPJSWV TK WMJ 

APJWNHDS ZWNWJW'V HWDKW� \JW GTWM ZJWJ TK XWPTVW NPSTWWDSHJ NS WMJ 

HWJDWNTS TKMoby-Dick. (5) 

WMNQJ D KJZ VHMTQDWV� VXHM DV CDSSTS ( Q 853) DSG FWDSP (0874)� MDYJ VWXGNJG MJQYNQQJ'V 

GJSNHWNTSV TK PXVNH NS Moby-Dick, WMJNW ZTWP ZDV KTHXVJG TS WMJ PXVNHDQ VTXWHJV TK WMJ 

VTSJV� DSG WMJNW STVVNGQJ V\PGTQNH VNJSNKNHDSHJ WT WMJ STYJQ'V SQTW- TMJWJ VJJPV WT MDYJ 

GJJS YNWWXDQQ\ ST DWWJPSW PDGJ WT VNWXDWJ MJQYNQQJ'V GJSNHWNTSV TK PXVNH ZNWMNS GWTDGJW 

HXQWXWDQ TW SDWNTSDQ HTSWJ[WV� QJW DQTSJ WWDSVSDWNTSDQ HTSWJ[WV� DSG WMNV VNWXDWNTS NV DS 

J[DPSQJ TK MTZ NSWJWGNVHNSQNSDW\ DSSWTDHMJV WT APJWNHDS QNWJWDWXWJ MDYJ STW \JW GJJS 

KXQQ\ J[SQTWJG-1 AV WMNV SDSJW ZNQQ DWWJPSW WT GJPTSVWWDWJ� KTHXVNSJ TS WMJ PXVNH NS WMJ 

STYJQ WJYJDQV DVSJHWV TK WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP WMDW ZTXQG TWMJWZNVJ QNPJQ\ GJ PNVVJG� DSG 

HTPSQNHDWJV TWMJW DVSJHWV WMDW MDYJ GJJS NGJSWNKNJG G\ SWJYNTXV VHMTQDWVMNS- BXW ZMDW NV NW 

DGTXW PXVNH WMDW PDPJV NW DS JVSJHNDQQ\ WJQJYDSW NSWJWGNVHNSQNSDW\ DYJSXJ WT J[SQTWJ NS 

WJQDWNTS WT Moby-Dick DSG WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP> AKWJW DQQ� PXVNH GTJV STW KNJXWJ YJW\ 

SWTPNSJSWQ\ NS WMJ STYJQ: NS KDHW� WMJWJ DWJ TSQ\ D KJZ GWNJK PJSWNTSV TK NW NS WMJ JSWNWJ 

GTTP- HTZ HDS GJSNHWNTSV TK PXVNH� TK DQQ WMNSJV� WJQQ XV DS\WMNSJ DGTXW WWDSVSDWNTSDQ NVP> 

TT DSVZJW WMNV� NW NV KNWVW SJHJVVDW\ WT XSGJWVWDSG ZMDW WMJ idea TK PXVNH 

WJSWJVJSWJG WT PDS\ SNSJWJJSWM�HJSWXW\ ZWNWJWV VXHM DV HJWPDS MJQYNQQJ� DSG MTZ WMJVJ 

ZWNWJWV XSGJWVWTTG PXVNH� DV DS NSMJWJSWQ\ STSWJSWJVJSWDWNTSDQ DWW� WT KXSHWNTS NS 

1- TMNV NV SDWWNHXQDWQ\ XSKTWWXSDWJ NS MJQYNQQJ'V HDVJ� GJHDXVJ MJ� DHHTWGNSJ WT SWXHPJ\� ZDV YJW\ 
PXHM DS NSWJWGNVHNSQNSDWDNS MNPVJQK9 "GWTZNSJ NSVNJMW NSWT D ZWNWJW VXHM DV MJQYNQQJ� ZMT ZDV SWJJPNSJSWQ\ 
HTSHJWSJG ZNWM WDSJNSJ GJ\TSG PSTZS VTXWHJV� DSG PJDSV TKHWDKW WT JSWNHM WMJ HWJDWNYJ ZTWP� HTSWNSXJG 
WT GJ KTWJVWDQQJG GJHDXVJ PXVNH DSG GDSHJ MDYJ STW GJJS XVJG WT TSJS XS 'STVVNGNQNWNJV KTW SJZ WJDGNSJ DSG 
PJDSNSJV"' (SWXHPJ\ 5)- IS VMTWW� WMJWJ WJPDNS PDS\ STVVNGNQNWNJV KTW SJZ WJDGNSJV TKMoby-Dick ZMJS 
QTTPNSJ DW WMJ ZD\V WMDW MJQYNQQJ GJSNHWV PXVNH NS WMJ STYJQ- 
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WJQDWNTS WT WMJ TWMJW DWWV DSG JVSJHNDQQ\ NS WJQDWNTS WT WMJ MNJMQ\ WJSWJVJSWDWNTSDQ DWW KTWP 

TK QNWJWDWXWJ- EVVJSWNDQQ\� PXVNH NS WMJ SNSJWJJSWM HJSWXW\ HDPJ WT GJ WMTXJMW TKDV WMJ 

MNJMJVW TK WMJ DWWV� WMJ "NGJDQ MXPDS J[SWJVVNTS� WMJ PJDSV G\ ZMNHM WT DHMNJYJ WMJ PTVW 

SJWKJHW DSG SWTKTXSG SMNQTVTSMNHDQ XWWJWDSHJ" (MHCQJSGTS 12)- MXVNH HTXQG J[SWJVV 

WMNSJV WMDW PJWJ ZTWGV HTXQG STW- TMNV WJHTJSNWNTS TKPXVNH'V STZJW�NWV DVHJSVNTS WT 

"WMJ WTS TK WMJ MNJWDWHM\ TK WMJ DWWV� ZMJWJ MJW J[JPSQDW\ VWDWXV DV D STSWJSWJVJSWDWNTSDQ 

DWW KTWP KWJJV MJW KWTP WMJ HTSVWWDNSWV TK PNPJVNV"�ZDV DHHTPSDSNJG G\ D HTSHTPNWDSW 

WJHTJSNWNTS� NSVWNJDWJG G\ KDSW DSG DWWNHXQDWJG KXWWMJW G\ SHMTSJSMDXJW DSG NNJW]VHMJ� TK 

VPJSWNHNVP WTZDWG ZTWGV DV PJWJ SJXWWDQ WTTQV KTW HTSYJ\NSJ PJDSNSJ� DSG TK VPJSWNHNVP 

WTZDWG WMJ VHNJSWNKNH PJWMTG DV D PJDSV TK DWWNYNSJ DW "TWXWM" (FWJGWNHPV 75�76� 78: 

GTJMW 07� 15� 24)- 

TMJ SNSJWJJSWM�HJSWXW\ NGJD WMDW ZTWGV HDS SJYJW XQWNPDWJQ\ WJSWJVJSW WMJ WWXJ 

JVVJSHJ TK WJDQNW\� GXW WMDW PXVNH HTXQG GJVHWNGJ WMNSJV WMDW QDSJXDJJ HDSSTW NV JVSJHNDQQ\ 

WJQJYDSW WT XSGJWVWDSGNSJ Moby-Dick, KTW DW WMJ WNPJ TK NWV ZWNWNSJ MJQYNQQJ'V QJWWJWV DSG 

TWMJW ZWNWNSJV GJJNS WT J[SWJVV D KWXVWWDWNTS ZNWM WMJ DGNQNW\ TK WMJ ZWNWWJS ZTWG WT HTSYJ\ 

"TWXWM" (MHCQJSGTS 12)- TMNV YNJZ NV WJKQJHWJG NS ZWNWNSJV VXHM DV "HDZWMTWSJ DSG HNV 

MTVVJV�" SXGQNVMJG QJVV WMDS D \JDW GJKTWJ Moby-Dick, NS ZMNHM MJQYNQQJ KWXVWWDWJGQ\ 

J[HQDNPV� "NW NV MDWG WT GJ KNSNWJ TS DS NSKNSNWJ VXGMJHW� DSG DQQ VXGMJHWV DWJ NSKNSNWJ" ( VWG- 

NS MHCQJSGTS 17)- ASG MJQYNQQJ J[SWJVVJV WMNV NGJD NS Moby-Dick NWVJQK ZMJS MJ ZWNWJV9 

"FTW ZMDWJYJW NV WWXQ\ ZTSGWTXV DSG KJDWKXQ NS PDS� SJYJW \JW ZDV SXW NSWT ZTWGV TW 

GTTPV" (253)- AV ADWTS MHCQJSGTS MDV STNSWJG TXW� MJQYNQQJ'V "JSNVWJPTQTJNHDQ 

KWXVWWDWNTS ZNWM QDSJXDJJ DSG ZWNWNSJ" (12)� HTPGNSJG ZNWM WMJ KDHW WMDW MJ "ZDV 

XSVXJVWNTSDGQ\ DWWXSJG WT WMJ PXVNHDQ HQNPDWJ TK [MNV] JWD" (22)� "KQDJV PXVNH DV D 
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SQDXVNGQJ YJMNHQJ WT HTPPXSNHDWJ WMTVJ SWTKXSGNWNJV WMDW MJQYNQQJ KTXSG VT GNKKNHXQW WT 

WJSWJVJSW QNSJXNVWNHDQQ\" (17)- FXWWMJWPTWJ� WMJWJ NV D GJHNGJGQ\ STQNWNHDQ XSGJWHXWWJSW WT 

MJQYNQQJ'V SWNYNQJJNSJ TK PXVNH TYJW ZTWGV- L\GND GTJMW MDV ZWNWWJS WMDW WMJ "HTSHJSW TK 

WMJ SXWJQ\ PXVNHDQ --- KXSHWNTSJG DV D PJWDSMTW NS WMJ SNSJWJJSWM HJSWXW\ WT HDSWXWJ 

SMNQTVTSM\'V VNQJSHJ TW WMDW ZMNHM ZDV SMNQTVTSMNHDQQ\ XSVD\DGQJ" (VWG- NS MHCQJSGTS 

2/)- STPJWMNSJ HDS GJ "XSVD\DGQJ" JNWMJW GJHDXVJ ZTWGV DWJ KJQW WT GJ NSDGJVXDWJ TW 

GJHDXVJ TK HJSVTWVMNS� ZMNHM PD\ GJ NPSTVJG KWTP ZNWMTXW (KWTP STQNWNHDQ TW VTHNDQ 

KTWHJV) TW KWTP ZNWMNS (KWTP DS DXWMTW'V TZS VJSVJ TK ZMDW NV DSSWTSWNDWJ WT "VD\-")- I 

DWJXJ WMDW MJQ YNQQJ' V NGJDV TS WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP� ZMNHM DWWNHXQDWJ D STVNWNTS TK WJVNVWDSHJ 

WT APJWNHDS NPSJWNDQNVP DSG DWJ KTW MNP "XSVD\DGQJ" NS ZTWGV�KNSG J[SWJVVNTS NS 

Moby-Dick' V GJSNHWNTSV TK PXVNH- RJHJSW VHMTQDWVMNS MDV GJJS GNYNGJG TS WMJ NVVXJ TK 

ZMJWMJW MJQYNQQJ'V ZTWP VJWYJG SWNPDWNQ\ D STQNWNHDQQ\ WJDHWNTSDW\ TW D SWTJWJVVNYJ 

SXWSTVJ� GXW WMJ KTQQTZNSJ GNVHXVVNTS TK PXVNH NS Moby-Dick ZNQQ VMTZ WMDW WMJ STQNWNHDQ 

GNPJSVNTS QXWPNSJ XSGJWSJDWM WMJ VXWKDHJ TK MJQYNQQJ'V GJSNHWNTSV TK PXVNH NS WMJ GTTP 

WJYJDQV D HTSVHNTXV WJVNVWDSHJ WT US SDWNTSDQNVP� NPSJWNDQNVP� DSG J[HJSWNTSDQNVP- 
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III- NDXWNHDQ MJQTGWDPD 

HiVWoUical &onWexWV 

TTGD\� WMJ PXVNHDQ WMJDWJW JJSWJ PSTZS DV PJQTGWDPD NV QDWJJQ\ KTWJTWWJS� GXW KTW 

PTVW TK WMJ SNSJWJJSWM HJSWXW\ NW ZDV MXJJQ\ STSXQDW- MJQTGWDPDV� HTSVNVWNSJ TK VSTPJS 

GNDQTJXJ ZNWM PXVNHDQ DHHTPSDSNPJSW NSWJWVSJWVJG ZNWM VTSJV DSG GDSHJV� ZJWJ 

SJWKTWPJG KTW STSXQDW DXGNJSHJV� DSG KJDWXWJG PTWDQ DSG MXPDSNWDWNDS SQTWV DQTSJ ZNWM D 

WDSJJ TK VWTHP HMDWDHWJWV� DSG WMJ PXVNH NS WMJVJ SWTGXHWNTSV VJWYJG GTWM DV GNYJWVNTSV 

GJWZJJS VHJSJV DSG DV D PJDSV TK NSWJSVNK\NSJ WMJ GWDPD- (RDMNQQ [NY)- MJQTGWDPD DWTVJ 

NS FWDSHJ DSG ESJQDSG NS WMJ QDWJ JNJMWJJSWM HJSWXW\� DSG NWV STSXQDWNW\ VXNHPQ\ VSWJDG 

WMWTXJMTXW EXWTSJ DSG NSWT WMJ USNWJG SWDWJV- RJKQJHWNSJ WMJ SWTJWJVVNYJ STQNWNHDQ DSG 

VTHNDQ NGJDV TK WMJ ESQNJMWJSPJSW� NW ZDV "DGTYJ DQQ D GJPTHWDWNH JJSWJ TK STSXQDW DWW� 

GJVNJSJG KTW QDWJJ PDVV DXGNJSHJV" (GJWTXQG 7)- IS WMJ USNWJG SWDWJV DSG WMWTXJMTXW WMJ 

WJVWJWS ZTWQG� PJQTGWDPD "YNWWXDQQ\ PTSTSTQN]JG WMJ VSTPJS VWDJJ TK WMJ STSXQDW 

WMJDWWJ" (RDMNQQ [NNN)- DJVSNWJ NWV NPPJSVJ STSXQDWNW\� PJQTGWDPD MDV WWDGNWNTSDQQ\ STW 

DWWWDHWJG D JWJDW GJDQ TK VHMTQDWQ\ DWWJSWNTS DSG MDV STW GJJS "DGJVXDWJQ\ DVVJVVJG" 

(RDMNQQ [YNNN)-2 NTSJWMJQJVV� GJHDXVJ PJQTGWDPDV DGGWJVVJG NPSTWWDSW VTHNDQ NVVXJV TK WMJ 

GD\� WMNV SJJQJHWJG PXVNHDQ WMJDWWNHDQ JJSWJ HDS TKKJW JQNPSVJV NSWT MTZ WMJVJ NVVXJV ZJWJ 

XSGJWVWTTG DSG GJGDWJG DPTSJ WMJ ZTWPNSJ HQDVV� WMTVJ ZMTVJ YTNHJV MDYJ TKWJS GJJS 

PDWJNSDQN]JG NS MNVWTWNHDQ DHHTXSWV (RDMNQQ [YNN)- 

2- AQWMTXJM WMNV QDHP TK DWWJSWNTS MDV GJJS WJHWNKNJG VTPJZMDW VNSHJ RDMNQQ ZWTWJ NS 0856� 
PJQTGWDPD MDV VWNQQ WJHJNYJG STZMJWJ SJDW WMJ GJJWJJ TK VHMTQDWQ\ DWWJSWNTS WMDW WMJ PNSVWWJQ VMTZ� WT HNWJ 
DSTWMJW SNSJWJJSWM�HJSWXW\ PXVNHDQ DSG GWDPDWNH JJSWJ� MDV WJHJNYJG-
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MJQTGWDPD'V HMDWDHWJWNVWNH "YNQQDNS�MJWTNSJ" HTSKQNHWV DSG "SJWVJHXWNTS SQTW[ V] 

ZNWM D MDSS\ JSG�" JVWDGQNVMJG D VWWTSJQ\ PTWDQNVWNH GJSW� ZMNHM� RDMNQQ ZWNWJV� HTXQG GJ 

"SWJVVJG NSWT WMJ VJWYNHJ TK NSSXPJWDGQJ HWXVDGJV9 SDWNTSDQ SDWWNTWNVP� DSWNHQJWNHDQNVP� 

DGTQNWNTS TK VQDYJW\� SWTMNGNWNTS� DSG JYJS WD[ DSG SWNVTS WJKTSS�" DSG ZDV YJW\ JKKJHWNYJ 

NS WTXVNSJ SJTSQJ WT DHWNTS ([YN)- FTW NSVWDSHJ� SJWKTWPDSHJV TK DS "DSWNQDSGQTWG" 

PJQTGWDPD JSWNWQJG The RenW Day NSKQXJSHJG WMJ "WNS�MTWS WJGJQQNTS" TK WMJ 073/V� WMJ 

PJQTGWDPD MaVaniello SWTYTPJG WMJ WJYTQXWNTS KTW BJQJNDS NSGJSJSGJSHJ NS 074/� DSG 

Le &hiffonnieU de PaUiV, D PJQTGWDPD SJWKTWPJG NS 073 6� NSVSNWJG PDS\ PDWNVNDSV WT WMJ 

GDWWNHDGJV NS 0737 ([YNN)- BJHDXVJ WMJ\ ZJWJ VT STSXQDW� PJQTGWDPDV ZJWJ DGQJ WT SQD\ D 

VNJSNKNHDSW WTQJ NS VMDSNSJ WMJ GNVHTXWVJ TK SXGQNH TSNSNTS� DSG WMJ\ HDS GJ WJDG WTGD\ DV 

NSGNHDWTWV TK MTZ NGJDV WJQDWJG WT VTHNDQ NVVXJV ZJWJ WWDSVPNWWJG DSG HNWHXQDWJG DPTSJ WMJ 

STSXQDHJ TK WMJ WNPJ (HD\V DSG NNPTQTSTXQTX [)- 

MXVNH'V KXSHWNTS NS WMJVJ JDWQ\ PJQTGWDPDV JWJZ TXW TK WMJ VTHNDQ DSG STQNWNHDQ 

VNWXDWNTSV NS ZMNHM NW GJYJQTSJG� DSG NW NV SJHJVVDW\ WT HTSVNGJW WMNV HTSWJ[W NS TWGJW WT 

XSGJWVWDSG WMJ STQNWNHDQ NPSQNHDWNTSV TK MJQYNQQJ'V XVJ TK PXVNH NS Moby-Dick. TMJ WJSS 

melodUame DSSJDWV WT MDYJ GJJS KNWVW XVJG G\ RTXVVJDX NS 066/ WT WJKJW WT MNV Pygmalion. 

IS WMNV GWDPDWNH ZTWP� PXVNHDQ NSWJWQXGJV DWJ NSWJWVSJWVJG ZNWM GNDQTJXJ NS TWGJW WT DGG DS 

JPTWNTSDQ XSGJWSNSSNSJ WT WMJ GWDPD WMDW HTXQG STW GJ HTSYJ\JG NS ZTWGV DQTSJ 

(FWJGWNHPV 86)- TMNV SWTYJG WT GJ DS JKKJHWNYJ DSG NSKQXJSWNDQ NSSTYDWNTS� DSG Pygmalion 

GJHDPJ D GQXJSWNSW KTW DS JSWNWJ WMJDWWNHDQ JJSWJ WMDW GJYJQTSJG NS QDWJ�JNJMWJJSWM�HJSWXW\ 

PDWNV- IS WMJ WMJDWJWV TK WMJ ZTWPNSJ�HQDVV GNVWWNHW TK PDWNV PSTZS DV WMJ "BTXQJYDWG GX 

CWNPJ�" PXVNH SQD\JG DS JYJS PTWJ SWTPNSJSW WTQJ- TMJ WT\DQ HJSVTWV DSG WMJ TMJDWWJ� 

FWDSHDNV� ZMT MJQG D WT\DQ SDWJSW TS WMJDWWNHDQ SWTGXHWNTSV� MDG KTWGNGGJS WMJVJ ZTWPNSJ� 
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HQDVV WMJDWJWV KWTP VWDJNSJ DS\ SQD\V ZNWM VSTPJS GNDQTJXJ- TMJVJ SDWJSW SWNYNQJJJV 

WJPDNSJG NS SQDHJ XSWNQ 0732� G\ ZMNHM WNPJ D MNJMQ\ HTGNKNJG DSG "JQDGTWDWJ GWDPDWNH 

YTHDGXQDW\ TK VSJHWDHQJ� PXVNH� DSG JJVWXWJ" MDG GJYJQTSJG (FWJGWNHPV Q /1� Q 3 Q�31S6)-

TMJVJ VW\QNVWNH HTSYJSWNTSV GJHDPJ VT WMTWTXJMQ\ JSWWJSHMJG WMDW JYJS DKWJW WMJ 

WJVWWNHWNTSV TS WMJ XVJ TK WMJ VSTPJS ZTWG ZJWJ KNSDQQ\ QNKWJG DKWJW WMJ WJYTQXWNTS� VSTPJS 

SDWWV HTSWNSXJG WT GJ "MNJMQ\ DWWNKNHNDQ DSG SQD\ D VXGTWGNSDWJ WTQJ NS WMJ GWDPD" 

(FWJGWNHPV 0/1)- TMJ PXVNHDQ VW\QNVWNH HTSYJSWNTSV TK PJQTGWDPD ZJWJ WMXV D ZD\ TK 

JJWWNSJ DWTXSG WMJ HJSVTWV� TK VD\NSJ ZMDW ZDV TWMJWZNVJ XSVD\DGQJ- 

MJQTGWDPDV ZJWJ DQVT SWTGXHJG NS WMJ USNWJG SWDWJV� DSG ZMNQJ WMJVJ TKWJS 

NPNWDWJG EXWTSJDS SWTGXHWNTSV� WJKQJHWNSJ D "HTQTSNDQ" PNSGVJW� APJWNHDS PJQTGWDPDV 

DQVT GJYJQTSJG GNVWNSHW HMDWDHWJWNVWNHV (HD\V DSG NNPTQTSTXQTX [)- TMJ PNG�SNSJWJJSWM 

HJSWXW\ ZDV D PJ\ WXWSNSJ STNSW NS WMJ GJYJQTSPJSW TK APJWNHDS PJQTGWDPD- AHHTWGNSJ 

WT DDSNJQ GJWTXQG9 

IW ZDV TSQ\ ZNWM WMJ NSWJWSDWNTSDQ VXHHJVV TK [WMJ VWDJJ YJWVNTS� ZMNHM 

ZDV XSDXWMTWN]JG� TK] Uncle Tom'V &abin (0741) DSG The PooU ofNew 

YoUk ( 0746) WMDW SDWNYJ APJWNHDS PJQTGWDPD DHVXNWJG SWJVWNJJ DSG 

NPSJWXV- NTZ KTW WMJ KNWVW WNPJ NS WMJ 074/V KNWVW�WDWJ PJQTGWDPDV TS 

GNVWNSHWNYJQ\ APJWNHDS WMJPJV� ZNWM HTQTWKXQ WJJNTSDQ VJWWNSJV� VWDWWJG WT 

GJ ZWNWWJS� SWTGXHJG� DSG JYJS J[STWWJG- GNYJS NWV HMDSHJ� APJWNHDS 

PJQTGWDPD VXNHPQ\ GJYJQTSJG NWV TZS SDWNTSDQ KQDYTW� HTQQTVXNDQ NGNTP� 

MJHWNH WJPST� DSG VSJHNDQ JJTJWDSMNH VWWXHWXWJ- ( Q /) 

In WMJ KNWVW MDQK TK WMJ SNSJWJJSWM HJSWXW\� MTZJYJW� SDWNYJQ\�SWTGXHJG PJQTGWDPDV ZJWJ 

HTPPTSQ\ VJJS DV NSKJWNTW WT EXWTSJDS SWTGXHWNTSV- WMJWMJW TW STW WMNV SJWHJSWNTS ZDV 
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GXJ WT D "HMDWDHWJWNVWNH KTWP TK APJWNHDS DSWN�APJWNHDS VSTGGJW\" (GJWTXQG 8)� TW 

GJHDXVJ WMJ JDWQ\ SNSJWJJSWM�HJSWXW\ APJWNHDS PJQTGWDPD "ZDV DS XSNPSWJVVNYJ SWTGXHW� 

VHDSW\ NS YTQXPJ DSG STTW NS VXDQNW\" (RDMNQQ 114)� WMJ KDHW NV WMDW EXWTSJDS� JVSJHNDQQ\ 

BWNWNVM� PJQTGWDPDV ZJWJ PTWJ STSXQDW NS WMJ USNWJG SWDWJV GXWNSJ WMNV WNPJ WMDS ZJWJ 

APJWNHDS PJQTGWDPDV- 

OSJ VXHM STSXQDW BWNWNVM NPSTWW ZDV D VXG JJSWJ TK PJQTGWDPD PSTZS DV WMJ 

SDXWNHDQ PJQTGWDPD- TMJ KDPTXV VJD GDWWQJV DSG YNHWTWNJV ZNWM ZMNHM BWNWDNS ZDV 

NSYTQYJG GXWNSJ WMJ WJHJSW NDSTQJTSNH WDWV MDG SWTYNGJG WMJ NPSJWXV KTW D SJZ 

WMJDWWNHDQN]NSJ TK SDXWNHDQ WMJPJV� DGGWJVVNSJ STWNTSV TK SDWNTSDQ SWNGJ� MTSTW� DSG HNYNH 

YNWWXJ (CDWQVTS 040)- TMJ MJWTJV NS WMJVJ SQD\V�DV XSVWDSGNSJ PJPGJWV TK WMJ BWNWNVM 

SDY\�JPGTGNJG WMJ NGJDQV TK GWDYJW\� GJKNDSHJ� SWNGJ� DSG SDWWNTWNVP: DSG W\SNHDQQ\ 

STWWWD\JG JDQQDSW VJDPJS XSNWJG NS YNWWXJ DJDNSVW D GJY\ TK XSZMTQJVTPJ HMDWDHWJWV9 

SNWDWJV� VPXJJQJWV� WMJ FWJSHM (CDWQVTS 041)- TMXV� NS HTSWWDVW WT TWMJW VXGJJSWJV TK 

PJQTGWDPD� VXHM DV WMJ GTWMNH DSG GTPJVWNH KTWPV� ZMNHM TKWJS HTSWDNSJG VTHNDQQ\ 

VXGYJWVNYJ WMJPJV WJQDWJG WT HQDVV NVVXJV� WMJ W\SNHDQ BWNWNVM DSG APJWNHDS SDXWNHDQ 

PJQTGWDPDV� ZNWM WMJNW JPSMDVNV TS WMJ GJSNJS VTYJWJNJSW\ TK WMJ SDWNTS�VWDWJ� XQWNPDWJQ\ 

VJWYJG DS NGJTQTJNHDQQ\ WJDHWNTSDW\ KXSHWNTS (CT[ 056�57)- ASG WMNV NGJTQTJ\ ZDV 

WWDSVPNWWJG WT D ZNGJ VJJPJSW TK WMJ STSXQDWNTS� DV SDXWNHDQ PJQTGWDPDV ZJWJ J[WWJPJQ\ 

STSXQDW GXWNSJ WMJ KNWVW MDQK TK WMJ SNSJWJJSWM HJSWXW\ (CDWQVTS 037� 04 Q )- FTW J[DPSQJ� D 

SDXWNHDQ PJQTGWDPD JSWNWQJG All in Whe DownV, SJWKTWPJG NS 0718� SQD\JG KTW 3// 

HTSVJHXWNYJ SNJMWV NS LTSGTS� ZMNHM ZDV DW WMDW WNPJ D WJHTWG (RDMNQQ 042)- 

TMJ VMDQQTZQ\ SDWWNTWNH DSG YNWWXTXV SDWXWJ TK SDXWNHDQ PJQTGWDPD� HTPGNSJG ZNWM 

NWV SJWYDVNYJSJVV NS STSXQDW HXQWXWJ TK WMJ WNPJ� ZTXQG MDYJ PDGJ NW DS JDV\ JJSWJ WT 

--------_ 

" 
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parody+ and in fact+ many scholars have read the "2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter ofMoby-

Dick as a type of parody of melodramatic stylistic conventions- <et there are several 

problems involved in assuming that 2elville intended this chapter as a parody- )irstly+ 

with regard to the sub genre of nautical melodramas specifically+ these plays are not quite 

so simplistic and jingoistic as they might at first appear- Aeneath their rugged+ manly 

exterior+ nautical melodramas also reveal underlying anxieties about social class and rank+ 

often expressed through themes of mutiny+ sexual rivalry+ and duty �Barlson 041,42(, 

anxieties also addressed much more openly+ as will be shown+ by 2elville in the 

"2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter- 

8econdly+ the political implications of 2elville
s use of melodrama need to be 

considered- :hile earlier scholars have recognized that the "2idnight+ )orecastle" 

chapter is structured as a theatrical melodrama,complete with stage directions+ scene 

descriptions+ cast+ and musical numbers,much of this scholarship has assumed that 

2elville+ as a nineteenth,century man of letters and devoted aficionado of 8hakespeare+ 

must have intended this chapter as a parody �)redricks 88(+ because melodrama was a 

low,brow form of musical entertainment strongly associated with the working class 

�*rimsted 1/3,0 4: 7ahill xiv,xv(- @nother explanation+ however+ is that 2elville 

deployed the conventions of musical melodrama to signal a solidarity with the working 

class+ a position consistent with .shmael
s stated intention of glorifying the "democratic 

dignity" that resides in "the ann that wields a pick or drives a spike" �2elville 0/2(- @s 

1ancy )redricks points out9 

2elville
s use of popular genres+ like melodrama --- need not be seen as 

merely a cynical attempt to write a popular book or to parody the base 
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tastes of the public- 2elville was not a cultural snob ---- 7hese genres 

were thriving in 2elville
s day+ and they reflected the interests of many 

working, and lower,class people- 2elville found in the various voices of 

popular culture a rich resource to be tapped in implementing his artistic, 

political agenda- 7he incorporation of popular forms in his work was one 

method he used to explore the meaning of democracy and to embody in 

artistic form and content democratic values- � 0/0( 

7his does noDt mean that the parodic or satirical aspects of2elville
s text should be 

discounted+ but the assumptions that lay at the root of earlier scholarly readings should be 

questioned- 7he assumption that 2elville was using melodramatic elements as a form of 

parody may rest in large patt on the negative connotations associated with the word 

"melodrama+" which persist even to this day- 7hese negative connotations may be seen as 

resulting from the genre
s association with the working class- @dditionally+ these 

connotations may have arisen as a result of changes that occurred in the genre after the 

mid,nineteenth century+ for as it became appropriated by the middle classes+ the later, 

nineteenth,century melodramatic style de,emphasized the political and societal 

dimensions of earlier melodramas+ and instead emphasized psychological aspects �Aooth 

41: 7ahill xv(- .n order to understand the historical context of 2elville
s use of 

melodrama+ it is important to highlight the fact that "early melodrama+" up to the mid 

nineteenth century+ at the time 2elville was writing Moby-Dick, was associated strongly 

not with the middle+ but the lower class- 7hus+ 2elville
s employment and deployment of 

the genre could be read as a statement and signal ofhis affinity with the lower, and 
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working,class perspectives represented in early melodramas rather than as a parody of 

those perspectives- 

7he anxieties lurking underneath the surface of nautical melodramas that Barlson 

identifies are also addressed by 2elville in "2idnight+ )orecastle-" Aut in this chapter 

2elville also extrapolates the idioms and stylistic expectations of nautical melodrama+ in 

what amounts to a virtual deconstruction of the genre+ ingeniously using the conventions 

of the nautical melodrama to question and critique the very thing that the genre trumpets 

and celebrates above all else9 the nation,state itself- 7ather than situating the 

melodrama
s characters in terms of their relation to a nation,state+ the scope of the 

chapter is expanded out to a transnational context+ in which each character represents not 

one sailor among several united under a common flag+ but one nation among several in 

the world+ whose potential solidarity remains unacknowledged and unfulfilled due to 

their outmoded adherence to national identities- 2elville+ in this chapter+ evocatively 

shows how the concept of nationality is nothing more than an ideology that disrupts and 

undermines transnational solidarity- 

Musical Melodrama and Class Consciousness 

Bhapter 3/ ofMoby-Dick, "2idnight+ )orecastle+" is one of the most unusual in 

the book+ as it is written entirely in the form of a staged play- 7he chapter begins with a 

stage direction+ signaling to the reader that this is a theatrical piece9 "Foresail rises and 

discovers the watch standing, lounging, leaning, and lying in various attitudes, all 

singing in chorus" � 034(- 7he deck of the ship is depicted as a stage+ the foresail is 

described as a stage curtain that rises to reveal the scene+ and the sailors+ having assumed 

their positions in "various attitudes" have set the theatrical tableau with which 
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nineteenth,century melodramas frequently began a scene �.elley+ "1ying in ;arious 

@ttitudes" n- pag-(-

Ht is important to read this chapter in the context of the chapters preceding it+ for 

this is not the first chapter to employ stage directions- 7hose immediately preceding it+ 

Bhapters 25,28+ also contain stage directions+ although these occur mainly at the 

beginning of each chapter as a means of setting the scene+ and do not contain directed 

dialogue+ songs+ and other stage directions as found in Bhapter 3/- Aut the presence of 

stage directions in each of the Bhapters from 25 through 3/ does seem to indicate that the 

chapters should be understood as a group+ and when read as such+ a common theatrical 

element emerges+ for each chapter from 26 through 28 presents a soliloquy delivered by 

an individual character9 @hab in Bhapter 26+ the first mate 8tarbuck in chapter 27+ and 

8tubb+ the second mate+ in Bhapter 28- 7hese chapters contain no narration other than the 

stage direction at the beginning of each- +ere+ each character recites a soliloquy in which 

their inner thoughts are presented to the reader.audience- 7he soliloquies are presumably 

spoken aloud+ but in contrast to other dialogue in Moby-Dick, they are presented without 

quotation marks+ and the resulting effect is as if we are overhearing the characters
 inner 

thoughts- .n other words+ these soliloquies fulfill the same function as does a 

8hakespearean soliloquy+ in which through the dramatized spoken word+ the audience is 

given access to a character
s inner thoughts- 7he influence of 8hakespeare on 2elville 

has been well documented+ and appears particularly strong in these chapters+ for instance+ 

in the iambic pentameter of 8tarbuck
s opening words in Bhapter 279 "2y soul is more 

than matched: she
s overmanned" �033(-3 8o the contemplative 8hakespearean 

3- @pparently+ this isolated use of iambic pentameter has either gone unnoticed by previous 
scholars+ or has been deemed unremarkable- Aut given the influence of 8hakespeare on 2elville in writing 
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soliloquies in Bhapters 26,28 establish a solemnity that makes the boisterous songs and 

dances of Bhapter 3/ that much more surprising- 

4n another level+ 2elville also seems to be juxtaposing two different dramatic 

modes as a means of reinforcing class difference9 the solemn+ 8hakespearean theatrical 

style of high tragedy+ associated with the ship
s captain and officers,all of whom are 

white and @merican,is formally marked off from the rambunctious+ low,brow theatrical 

style of melodrama+ associated with the ship
s multinational+ multiracial crew- 7he 

sudden shift from 8hakespearean soliloquies to melodramatic song,and,dance numbers in 

Bhapter 3/ thus highlights a parallel shift away from the perspective of the privileged 

classes and toward those of the working classes+ which will remain the focus throughout 

the chapter- 2elodrama was a genre born out of+ and which resided in+ popular culture- 

5erhaps because of this+ it has been assumed by many earlier scholars that 2elville
s use 

of melodramatic elements represented the pitting of his art "against" popular culture+ in 

order to mock the masses- @s :illiam 8panos has pointed out+4 this scholarly position 

has often co,existed with an exaltation of tragic modes of drama or fiction �14(- :hile 

tragic modes typically focus on an individual and how that individual
s life �usually a 

privileged life( is shaped by powerful universal forces such as *od or fate+ melodrama 

Moby-Dick �especially in the chapters under discussion here(+ its appearance is significant- @ worthwhile 
future project might involve exploring 2elville
s other uses of iambic pentameter in Moby-Dick and what 
these uses �if any(+ may connote- @nother aspect of 8hakespearean./acobean dialect in Moby-Dick that has 
not been sufficiently discussed is 5eleg and Aildad
s use of the pronouns thee and thou in Bhapter 05+ "7he 
8hip-" 5eleg consistently uses the pronouns incorrectly+ while Aildad consistently uses them correctly+ a 
fact that as far as . am aware has never been noted by scholars, yet this fact changes how these two 
ostensibly pious 4uakers should be read- 

4- 8panos has exposed the bias toward tragedy that can be seen in the work of modernist and Bold, 
:ar,era @mericanists+ and even+ he maintains+ in the work of some "1ew @mericanists-" :hile these 
scholars have attempted to demonstrate how Moby-Dick can be read as either a successful or a failed 
tragedy+ 8panos contends that 2elville
s art was not tragic+ but "errant+" and that attempts to read the book 
in terms of the tragic mode are misguided �02+ 27,3/+ 47, 5/(- 
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focuses on social inequities+ often from the perspective of marginalized or oppressed 

peoples �)redricks 0/0(- 2elville
s shift,after the captain
s and officers
 

8hakespearean,styled soliloquies in the chapters preceding "2idnight+ )orecastle",to a 

stylized musical melodrama thus signals a corresponding shift from a tragic mode to a 

melodramatic mode in order to sympathetically convey the perspective of the crew+ who 

are comprised of socially marginalized peoples- Cavid *rimsted has pointed out that 

class antagonisms were a frequent theme occurring in melodramas written in the early 

and mid,nineteenth century+ with the forces of"good" pitted against "evil" often 

represented in terms oflower classes against upper classes �082(- *ood resided in "toil+ 

simplicity+ poverty+" while evil was associated with "riches+ idleness+ property" �Aooth 

012(-

2elville
s use of melodrama in the forecastle chapter+ then+ represents a decisive 

shift to a very different style from that of the preceding chapters+ a shift with political+ 

class,conscious undertones- 7he placement in the book of the "2idnight+ )orecastle" 

chapter is significant+ for in this placement 2elville is juxtaposing tragedy with 

melodrama+ and this juxtaposition has the effect of highlighting the very different 

political perspectives underlying each form- @ key part of this difference lies in the ways 

that the two forms use language- 7ahill writes that in contradistinction to tragedy+ 

melodramatic forms were not concerned with the "niceties oflanguage" �33(- @nd 

)redricks adds that melodrama exhibits this attitude toward language precisely because it 

relies on music, rather than words alone,,to convey meaning+ pointing out that it is 

crucial to see melodrama
s "characteristic ambivalence toward language and its use of the 

nonrepresentational art form of music to emphasize the limits of language as 
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representation" � l /1(- )urther+ )redricks sees clear political implications for the use of 

music in this way9 

:e also need to keep in mind melodrama
s historical context of class 

conflict+ particularly in relation to its linguistic ambivalence and its 

subsequent valorization of music- :hen the lower,class theaters+ denied 

the power of words+ turned to music in their dramas+ the 

nonrepresentational art form of music functioned as a political tool for 

representing the interests of the politically unrepresented- � l /2( 

7hese political implications are brilliantly realized by 2elville in the "2idnight+ 

)orecastle" chapter+ a close reading of which reveals how 2elville
s own valorization of 

music conveys a transnational political vision that engenders new conceptions of identity 

among some sailors+ and these new identities are rooted in transnational f/0mations rather 

than in citizenship of any particular nation,state- 2elville was very familiar with 

melodrama+ as is evidenced by his later consulting the work ofCouglass /errold, one of 

the most popular writers of (nglish nautical melodramas,when writing Billy Budd �Box 

066: Aercaw 047(- @nd because melodramas were so popular in the first half of the 

nineteenth century+ 2elville+ writing in 074/, 40+ could have expected the readers of 

Moby-Dick to recognize that the "2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter is written as a kind of 

nautical melodrama+ and in recognizing it as such+ nineteenth,century readers could have 

reasonably expected the chapter to contain happy songs ex toling the virtues of patriotism 

and the glories of the nation,state- 

2elville+ however+ subverts these expectations from the beginning of the chapter- 

@ song,and,dance number at the beginning of a musical melodrama usually established a 
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carefree+joyous mood+ and at the beginning of the chapter+ as the foresail rises+ the 

sailors seem set to do just that as they strike up a tune in chorus together- 7hey start+ 

appropriately enough+ with a forecastle song+ commonly known as "8panish 1adies"9 

)arewell and adieu to you+ 8panish ladies! 

)arewell and adieu to you+ ladies of 8pain! 

4ur captain
s commanded, �034( 

8ignificantly+ the third line of the song+ which according to extant records was invariably 

sung �and is still sung today( as ")or we
ve received orders to sail for (ngland+" was 

changed by 2elville to "4ur captain
s commanded" �Bannon 8(- :hy would 2elville 

have changed the lyric to a song that was already widely known> Aefore the line can be 

completed+ directly after the mention of the word "captain+" the "0st 1antucket 8ailor" 

suddenly calls a halt to the tune+ saying+ "4h boys+ don
t be sentimental" � 035(- Aut the 

tune sung in chorus at the beginning of a nautical melodrama would have sounded more 

joyful than sentimental+ and the 0st 1antucket 8ailor
s reason for stopping the tune comes 

off as a weak excuse- 7ather+ it seems that the word "captain" has made him uneasy+ and 

with this in mind @gnes Cicken Bannnon has posited a reason for 2elville
s altering the 

line (7� 8)9 7he preceding three chapters have shown the officers
 reactions to @hab
s 

statement of purpose in Bhapter 25+ that they are to hunt down the white whale+ where it 

became evident that @hab was obsessed and likely insane- 1ow+ in the "2idnight+ 

)orecastle" chapter+ 2elville shows the sailors
 reaction+ as they realize that they are 

embarking on an extremely dangerous mission at the behest of a madman- 7hey would 

rather sing+ dance+ and forget about the captain than have him mentioned in their songs- 

7he forecastle+ after all+ is the crew
s own quarters+ a place where they are able to interact 
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freely with each other as members of the same social class+ and in this scene at midnight 

the crew is temporarily free from the domineering presence of the ship
s ruling class,its 

captain and officers- 7his circumstance influences the character of the sailors
 

transnational interactions with each other+ as will become apparent when looking more 

closely at their musical expressions on the forecastle- 

@s the chapter continues+ 2elville continues to subvert the happy song,and, 

dances that were characteristic of the genre- 7he crew begins a second song+ but the 

captain
s presence proves not so easy to escape- @s the "l st 1antucket 8ailor" strikes up 

a new song+ the stage direction lets us know that "all follow" along �035(- Aut the captain 

appears in this song+ too- 2elville does not tell us the name of this song+ but the editorial 

notes by 5arker and +ayford in the 1orton edition reveal that the song+ which describes 

the exploits of a captain who was an expert at harpooning whales+ is known as "Baptain 

Aunker" � l 35(9 

4ur captain stood upon the deck+ 

@ spy glass in his hand+ 

@ viewing of those gallant whales 

7hat blew at every strand- 

4h+ your tubs in your boats+ my boys+ 

@nd by your braces stand+ 

@nd we
ll have one of those fine whales+ 

+and+ boys+ over hand! 

8o+ be cheery+ my lads! may your hearts never fail! 

:hile the bold harpooneer is striking the whale! � 035( 
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7he sailors get through only the first verse and one iteration of the chorus before their 

singing is again ground to a halt+ this time by the "1d1antucket 8ailor"9 "@vast the 

chorus! (ight bells there! d
ye hear+ bell,boy> 8trike the bell eight+ thou 5ip! thou 

blackling! and let me call the watch" �035(- 4nce again+ the point at which the song is 

halted is significant,this time at the mention of"striking the whale-" 7hrough his 

depiction of the crew
s interrupted singing+ 2elville implies that despite the enthusiastic 

and drunken assent that @hab has won from the sailors+ their inability to sing these 

rousing songs suggests that there is an underlying anxiety and fear about the mission that 

dampens their festivities on the forecastle- 1ooking closely at the music in this scene thus 

reveals aspects of the crew
s thoughts and feelings that would otherwise be missed+ and 

music yields further revelations+ particularly in regard to transnational identity+ as the 

chapter progresses- 

1ationalism and 7ransnational Identity 

@s the sailors continue their celebration+ the scene becomes increasingly marked 

by competing nationalisms+ through which 2elville shows the forecastle becoming a 

transnational space- 7he underlying tension among the sailors+ first hinted at in their 

interrupted performance of these two initial songs+ becomes much more palpable as other 

songs are attempted- 7he following sequence shows individual sailors asserting the songs 

and dances of their individual nations as they attempt to celebrate together- 7he )rench 

sailor calls for a jig+ trying to keep the sailors from falling into despondency9 "Aeat thy 

belly+ then+ and wag thy ears- /ig it+ men+ . say: merry
s the word: hurrah! Camn me+ 

won
t you dance> )orm+ now+ .ndian,file+ and gallop into the double,shuffle> 7hrow 

yourselves! 1egs! 1egs!" �036(- Aut the sailors refuse to throw themselves, each sailor 
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comes up with excuses for why they won
t dance with the others+ and significantly+ the 

sailors
 excuses cite the customs of their own individual nation or culture- 7he ".celand 

8ailor" says+ ". don
t like your floor+ maty: it
s too springy for my taste- .
m used to ice 

floors- .
m sorry to throw cold water on the subject: but excuse me" �036(- 7he "2altese 

8ailor" finds it impossible to dance without females9 ":here
s your girls> --- 5artners! . 

must have partners!" � 036(- 7he "8icilian 8ailor" requires not only women but grass9 

"@ye: girls and a green!,then .
ll dance with ye" �036(- 7ashtego would rather sit and 

smoke his pipe9 "7hat
s a white man: he calls for fun9 humph! . save my sweat" �037(- 

+ere we see the sailors exhibiting a key characteristic of transnational formations+ in that 

each nation involved does not retain its self,enclosed monolithic identity- 7he 

transnational confronts the national with its own differences �5ease+ ".ntroduction9 

7emapping the 7ransnational 7um" 4(- 7ransnationalism+ in other words+ is distinct from 

internationalism+ the phenomenon of "nation,states interacting as such" �8eigel 52(- 7he 

distinction is highlighted when the units of study are shifted away from those of subjects 

who have capital or prestige to those who are disenfranchised+ because these 

disenfranchised subjects are less imbricated with the power structures of the state- 2icol 

8eigel has pointed out that "international models have guided diplomatic history+ military 

history+ and related fields: their state focus proves less compelling for historians of 

nonelite subjects+ which in part explains the embrace of transnational method by social 

and cultural historians" �8eigel 52(- .n other words+ when the focus of traditional+ 

national frameworks+ "elite subjects+" is shifted to "nonelite subjects+" a corresponding 

shift to transnational frameworks is engendered- 7he crewmembers of the 3equod are 

Moby-Dick's nonelite subjects+ and musical melodrama was a nonelite idiom+ so it is no 
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accident that through his portrayal of the crew
s music in the forecastle+ 2elville 

examines many issues related to transnationalism in the "2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter- 

Bhief among these issues are the new conceptions of identity that are enabled+ and 

indeed required+ of subjects who find themselves in transnational formations- .n the 

forecastle chapter 2elville shows the sailors running up against the futility of 

maintaining an individual identity based on national models+ on what ;ertovec terms a 

"strictly bounded sense of locality" �34/(- :e see+ through 2elville
s depictions of music+ 

the sailors working through and sensing the futility of this type of identity based on a 

sense of "locality" that is bounded to a specific land or space- 7his type of identity is 

shown to be obsolete and insufficient for the types of social formations that must be 

maintained among an international crew on a whaling ship- 7he forecastle chapter shows 

some of the birth pains involved in working away from older conceptions of identity 

rooted in nationalism and toward new conceptions of identity+ rooted in a transnational 

class,consciousness-

.n this regard+ an important realization for the crew in this scene is the extent to 

which each of their individual identities is defined by their self,identification with their 

own nation- 7hey each have created what Conald 5ease calls their own "national 

narratives+" and 2elville skillfully reveals the extent to which these national narratives+ 

as "collective fantasies+ extend the state
s reach into the realm of individual psyches" 

�"1ational 1arratives" 4(- .n the disorienting transnational space of the forecastle+ each of 

the sailors holds fast to their individual identities as subjects of their home nations- Aut in 

this concentrated space+ where everyone must deal with everyone else and where no 

narratives are privileged over any other+ what results is a cacophony of competing 
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national narratives- :hen national narratives are decontextualized from the localities that 

reify them+ as happens in a transnational space such as the forecastle+ the extent to which 

they have been internalized by individual subjects becomes apparent+ and these national 

narratives are then exposed as mere ideological constructs- 7he sailors watch each other 

display his own national fantasy+ and each national fantasy is shown+ through its lack of 

assent by any other sailor+ to have no claim to truth and no grounding in reality- 7he 

transnational space of the forecastle has revealed each national narrative to be merely an 

ideological construct+ a fantasy- 

.n highlighting this+ the forecastle chapter itself functions not as a national but as 

a transnational narrative+ a term that 5ease uses interchangeably with "postnational 

narrative" to denote a narrative that makes "visible the incoherence+ contingency+ and 

transitoriness of the national narratives" �"1ational 1arratives" 6(- :hat we see+ in other 

words+ is the phenomenon of national narratives affecting and effecting the "imaginary 

relations between peoples and the states that secured them to their apparatuses" �5ease+ 

"1ational 1arratives" 3(- Aesides the fact that each sailor cites the customs and culture of 

his own nationality as excuses for why they will not dance+ 2elville
s writing the chapter 

in the form of a play strategically emphasize the sailors
 national identities+ for each 

sailor
s national origin is indicated in their stage name- 7hus we have the names not of 

individual characters+ but rather the "Cutch 8ailor+" the ")rench 8ailor+" the ".celand 

8ailor+" and so on- 2elville draws attention to the sailors
 various nationalisms by 

replacing an important marker of identity,a person
s name,with a nationalist label- 

7he effect of this is that we see not so much a crew comprised of individuals as an 

assembly comprised of representatives from the world
s nations- 7ather than representing 
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a "nation" as such+ each crewmember might be better understood as representing a 

"colony" in the new world economic order that was emerging in the mid,nineteenth 

century+ of which the imperial :nited 8tates was the metropole- 8uch an interpretation 

would account for the lack of a crew.cast member named the ":nited 8tates 8ailor" in 

the forecastle chapter- Hf understood this way+ the forecastle chapter could be seen as the 

crew
s first "postcolonial" moment+ as it shows them having been brought together not 

through any act of solidarity or recognition of their collective identity+ but through the 

circumstances of global capital+ in the translocal space of the forecastle+ and shows that 

the crew must organize+ must think and act together or else be subsumed,as the 

conclusion of the chapter is about to show,by violence and racism- 7his is predicated on 

the sailors
 realization that their class condition+ rather than their identity as citizens of a 

nation+ is what enables their solidarity- Hn other words+ the crewmembers in the forecastle 

chapter might be more accurately thought of as colonies rather than nations precisely 

because they are crewmembers rather than officers- )or in marked contrast to the crew+ 

the officers onboard the 3equod are not an international+ heterogeneous group: all of the 

officers are white+ all are citizens of the :nited 8tates+ and they wield their authority 

absolutely- 7he crewmembers+ on the other hand+ have no power+ and whatever skills or 

literacies they have �such as 4ueequeg
s masterful use of the harpoon( are exploited as 

labor and placed at the service of furthering global capital- 

8o far in the chapter+ 2elville has shown that the crew is unable to unite because 

their identity is bound up too much in their nationality- .n the forecastle we see each 

crewmember ideologically committed to his own national narrative+ and in the 

antagonism that underlies the scene+ and in the violence that will break out at the end of it+ 
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2elville shows through musical depiction that national narratives cannot be retained if 

people are to interact and function transnationally- +e seems to be pointing out that 

simply assembling a coalition of international representatives,as in the manner of 

@nacharsis Blootz
s assembly during the )rench 7evolution+ mentioned by 2elville in 

Moby-Dick--d.oes not invariably lead to hannonious relations,rather+ all vestiges of 

nationalism must be expunged- Ht is as if 2elville realized early on what 8lavov =izek 

would point out much later,that clinging to nationalism is ultimately disastrous9 

Ht is deeply wrong to assert that+ when one throws out nationalist dirty 

water,
excessive
 fanaticism,one should be careful not to lose the baby 

of healthy
 national identity+ so that one should trace the line of 

separation between the proper degree of healthy
 nationalism which 

guarantees the necessary minimum of national identity+ and excessive


nationalism- �=izek 2 7( 

7he cosmopolitanism of "an @nacharsis Blootz deputation" �2elville l /6(+ in other 

words+ might be impressive on a surface level+ but unless participants can relinquish their 

primary identities as citizens of a particular nation+ transnational unity will remain elusive- 

4n the other hand+ the assumption that "unity" is even a desirable thing should also be 

questioned- @s recent work by scholars such as 1ikhil 5ak 8ingh and 8acvan Aercovitch 

has pointed out+ transnational fonnations are marked by difference and antagonism+ and 

these characteristics might be something to be celebrated rather than sublimated+ for 

"unity" might serve ultimately only to make the masses more easily controlled- 

Bompared to 2elville
s detailed portrayal of the sailors
 differences in the forecastle+ a 

Blootzian vision of international unity seems to represent a naive and shallow 
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understanding of internationalism- 2elville highlights+ in the microcosm of the forecastle+ 

the condition of difference that was characteristic of working class people throughout the 

world+ of all nationalities and races- @s 5eter 1inebaugh and 2arcus 7ediker+ in their 

study of maritime labor history have put it+ "the proletariat was not a unified cultural 

class+ and it was not a race" �220(- .t was because of this hybridity and difference that the 

working class was commonly referred to by those in positions of power as a "many, 

headed hydra-" 

>7his disunited international working classB was landless --- it was 

poor --- it was mobile+ transatlantic --- it was female and male+ of all 

ages --- it was multitudinous+ numerous+ and it was growing --- it was 

cooperative and it was laboring- 7he collective power of the many rather 

than the skilled labor of the one produced its most forceful energy --- it 

was motley+ both dressed in rags and multiethnic in appearance --- it was -
vulgar- �1inebaugh and 7ediker 22 L) 

@nd the place onboard the 3equod where these differences are most prominent is the 

forecastle+ when the crew is not focused on work+ and their differences become strongly 

apparent to each other- 7he forecastle epitomizes that quality of a commercial ship that 

1inebuagh and 7ediker describe as "not only the means of communication between 

continents+" but as "the place where working people from those different continents 

communicated- @ll the contradictions of social antagonism were concentrated in its 

timbers" �041(- 2elville
s sympathies with the working class+ revealed+ not least+ in his 

choice of employing the stylistic conventions of musical melodrama+ suggests that 

perhaps the detailed portrayal of the sailors
 difference and antagonism can be read as 
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something much deeper than a mere humorous and condescending display of their 

pettiness or narrow,mindedness: this portrayal might also be questioning whether unity or 

consensus is even a desirable thing+ for 2elville clearly shows that this degree of 

difference cannot be accommodated by a national narrative- 7ecent work in transnational 

@merican studies has reclaimed the significance of "difference" in @merican history, 

the importance of what 8acvan Aercovitch has called "dissensus" �7adway 1(- 5erhaps 

the answer to the question of how to read the sailors
 difference lies in the insight+ 

provided by this scholarship+ that "difference" need not equal "divisiveness-" @s will be 

shown+ the sailors themselves do seem able to recognize this+ for they are able to unite in 

opposition and in resistance when they sing their shanties in "defiance of discipline-" 

8ignificantly+ the only characters in the forecastle chapter who are designated by 

their individual names,the only characters whose identity is not subsumed in their 

nationality,are those crewmembers who are of non,white races9 5ip+ 7ashtego+ and 

Caggoo- 7hese men have no interest in upholding nationalism because as slaves or 

indigenous peoples they have always been outsiders in the nations in which they have 

resided: because of their race and ethnicities they have never received any benefits of 

citizenship- 7his might suggest that any move away from nationalism and toward 

transnationalism could begin with an assertion of racial and ethnic identity- B- 1- 7-

/ames would pick up this thread more than one hundred years later in his Mariners, 

5enegades, and Castaways, in which he outlined a new vision of transnationalism rooted 

in global racial awareness- 

5ace and 7ransnationalism 
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4nboard the 3equod in 0740+ however+ the racial identities of 5ip+ 7ashtego+ and 

Caggoo become merely another source of disunity among the crew+ as the next part of the 

"2idnight )orecastle" chapter shows- Aecause 2elville illustrates here the relations 

between ethnicity+ race+ and nationalism so knowingly and subtly+ it is worth looking at 

this scene in some detail- @s the chapter continues+ the songs and dances stop altogether 

when another stage direction indicates that a storm is approaching9 "7hey cease dancing 

and gather in clusters. Meantime the sky darkens-the wind rises" �037(- @t this point+ 

the issue of race becomes more prominent+ as if now that the sailors realize that they are 

unable to achieve unity+ they seek rationalizations or justifications for that failing by 

finding differences and barriers along racial lines- 7he scene suggests a correspondence 

between nationalism and racism+ which presages the findings of recent scholarship-5 7his 

position is reinforced by 5ease+ who maintains that in a national narrative+ identities are 

racialized+ and racial "others" are thus also national "others-" 7his racialized identity 

becomes internalized by these racial.national "others+" demonstrating another way that 

national identities become internalized by individual subjects- 

@ constructed national "other" is essential to the working of a national narrative+ 

but in the forecastle+ with each sailor ideologically committed to his own national 

narrative and with none of these narratives enjoying any privilege over any other+ each 

crewmember is simultaneously the "other" of every other crewmember- 7hus there is at 

the same time a plethora of"others" and no "others-" Hn the landlessness of life onboard 

the ship+ national narratives lose their context+ their grounding+ as it were- ln the 

disorientation that results+ the difference and antagonism that has permeated the entire 

5- 1ubiano+ for instance+ has pointed out that "the state and the political economy of the :nited 
8tates are themselves entirely dependent on the internal imperial racialization of the population" �qtd- in 
7adway 00(- 
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forecastle chapter finally erupts into violence based on racial difference- 7he sailors
 self, 

perceived necessity of maintaining their national narratives as an essential component of 

their individual identities+ along with the breaking down of those narratives in the 

forecastle+ has mandated an ideological shift to focusing on racial differences+ because 

one thing that the various nations can agree on is that racial "others" such as Caggoo+ 

4ueequeg+ and 7ashtego are not entitled to be fully included as citizens of the state- 

(tienne Aalibar has written that there exists a "fluctuating gap between the 

representations and practices of racism and nationalism" �qtd- in 5ease "1ational 

1arratives" 4(+ which is "fluctuating" in the sense that it can be called up as necessary in 

order to assuage crises of national identity+ just as happens in the forecastle chapter- 

@ccording to Aalibar+ racism is a "supplement of nationalism or more precisely a 

supplement internal to nationalism+ always in excess of it+ but always indispensable to 

and always insufficient to achieve the fonnation of the nation" �qtd- in 5ease+ "1ational 

1arratives" 4(- 8o when+ after the stability of individual national identities has been 

undermined by difference and "disensus" earlier in the chapter+ the "4ld 2anx 8ailor" 

looks out at the impending storm and remarks+ "7his is the sort of weather when brave 

hearts snap ashore+ and keeled hulls split at sea- 4ur captain has his birth,mark: look 

yonder+ boys
 there
s another in the sky,lurid,like+ ye see+ all else pitch black" �l 4/(+ 

the remark is interpreted by Caggoo as a racist statement- 7he 2anx sailor is expressing a 

common and deeply,rooted idea in the nineteenth century+ that of equating blackness 

with evil and "luridness+" something to be feared- Caggoo+ sensitive to the negative 

connotations ofdarkness implied in the 2anx sailor
s comments �and perhaps put on 

edge by yet another allusion to Baptain @hab( retorts+ ":hat of that> :hose afraid of 
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black
s afraid of me! .
m quarried out of it!" �04/(- Caggoo
s display of racial awareness 

and proud affirmation of blackness sets off a violent dispute that will spread throughout 

the entire crew- 7he "8panish 8ailor+" now remarks �the stage directions tell us( in an 

aside9 "+e wants to bully+ ah! the old grudge makes me touchy" � 04/(- 7he "old grudge" 

here refers to 8pain
s longstanding dispute with the nations of 1orth @frica over 

resources+ religion+ and slaves �.elley+ "1egotiating Bultural 8paces" 006(- 8ignificantly+ 

what the 8panish sailor seems to resent is Caggoo
s self,identification as a black man 

rather than as a citizen of a particular nation- @lthough the 8paniard is ostensibly 

offended by Caggoo
s blackness+ the 8panish sailor
s racism and his nationalism are 

inseparable,he sees his dispute with Caggoo as merely the latest incarnation of an "old 

grudge" between nations9 "@ye+ harponeer+ thy race is the undeniable dark side of 

mankind,devilish dark at that- 1o offence" �04/(- 7he 8paniard reifies his racism by 

situating it in this "older grudge", thus he maintains that he does not mean to "give 

offence+" but that he is simply pointing out a "natural" fact- @t first+ Caggoo+ resists the 

8paniard
s provocations+ grimly stating that he takes no offence- Aut the 8paniard taunts 

him further- :hen the "4th 1antucket 8ailor" asks+ ":hat
s that . saw, lightening>" the 

8panish sailor answers+ "1o+ Caggoo showing his teeth+" and Caggoo+ who can stand no 

more insults+ attacks the 8paniard with racial insults of his own9 "8wallow thine+ 

mannikin! :hite skin+ white liver!" Caggoo
s retort marks the turning point in the 

chapter+ for the revelation that is engendered by an emergent transnational space+ that 

national narratives are mere ideological constructs+ emboldens those who have been 

marginalized by national narratives to rise up and speak out+ and their voices create a new+ 

transnational narrative- 
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Caggoo+ perhaps sensing the general tone of disorientation among the sailors+ 

does not back down+ and it is at this moment+ in his self,assertion+ that we see the 

international become the transnational+ for it is at this point that the forecastle is 

transformed from a scene of international confusion into a true transnational space- 

Caggoo is responsible for this "transnational turn+" because+ as 7ally explains+ national 

narratives cannot stand once 

subject peoples have asserted themselves+ and above all+ asserted their 

difference from the national symbolic system: this difference cannot be 

wholly integrated within the national narrative- :hen these figures surge 

up+
 as unintegrated externalities+ they expose national identity as an 

artifact rather than a tacit assumption+ a purely contingent social 

construction rather than a meta,social universal- �"Aelieving in @merica" 

65( 

8omeone of Caggo
s status+ a status delimited by race+ would not have been able to assert 

himself so forcefully in the nineteenth century on land+ in a nationalistic space+ but in an 

emerging transnational space such as the forecastle we see it happen- Ht is in the self, 

assertion of people who have been marginalized by the state that new+ self,defined 

identities are formed+ identities fonned in the recognition of these subjects
 transnational 

characteristics9 "7ransnationalism makes self,expansion possible+ and+ by doing so+ 

provides new possibilities of agency that were suffocated before and that may now be 

mobilized as protection against the nation,state �)luck 2 60 (- .n other words+ this is how 

the new forms of identity engendered by transnational ism that were discussed earlier are 

manifested+ and it is here that we can get an idea of what for 2elville is at stake in 
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transnational social formations- Caggoo is emboldened to challenge the 8panish sailor 

because ofhis impending sense of racial identity: thus+ the real significance of 

transnational social formations is not their implications for the nation,state+ but how these 

transnational formations affect subjectivities within nation,states- .n other words+ 

transnationalism does not describe merely the phenomenon of national frameworks 

working across national borders+ which is+ after all+ nothing new- 7ather+ the real 

significance of the disorienting effect of transnational spaces and of the new+ malleable 

and multifaceted forms of identity they engender and require+ is ultimately a political one- 

"7ransnational spaces --- can be considered privileged spaces for unsettling stable 

identities- @nd the political promise of this unsettling is that flexible identities make 

agency possible again" �)luck 265(- 7hat is+ transnational formations support 

transnational subjects in their resistance to national identities and national narratives- >fa 

transnational locality such as the forecastle creates an unstable social formation in which 

new marginalized people create new identities in reaction to their marginalization �)luck 

2 66(+ then here in the forecastle we see this new identity formation just being born+ in the 

moment that Caggoo asserts his identity as a black man against the nationalist narratives 

of the 8panish sailor- 

Caggoo
s self,assertion arises in reaction to the racism that is integral to the 

8panish sailor
s nationalism+ and Caggoo
s new identity formation rests on the 

realization that could only arise in a transnational space9 that he is a member of a 

transnational social formation of racially marginalized peoples- 7he disorienting quality 

of a transnational space+ which has had a destabilizing effect on the national identities of 

some crewmembers+ has been the very thing that has strengthened the identity of other+ 
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indigenous crewmembers- @fter Caggoo
s emboldened outburst+ the 8panish 8ailor 

retorts+ ".nife thee heartily! big frame+ small spirit" �04/(- 7ather than trying to stop the 

fight+ the rest of the crew seem to relish it+ shouting all together+ "@ row! a row! a row!" 

as they fonn a circle around the two combatants � 040 (- 2elville could have ended the 

chapter here: the closing of the "foresail" stage,curtain on a frenzied brawl would have 

provided an effective conclusion to the scene- Aut the way that 2elville does end the 

chapter serves to underscore the issues of power and race that have been raised by the 

sailors
 songs and dances+ and he accomplishes this in an unexpected shift of voice+ back 

to one last soliloquy+ this time from a disenfranchised person of color9 the lowly 5ip- 

7he transnational transformation that has occurred in the forecastle has enabled a 

disenfranchised person to speak in soliloquy+ a form that in previous chapters was 

reserved for the officers alone- @s the crew
s brawl is interrupted by an approaching 

storm+ they shout together9 "7he squall! the squall! jump+ my jollies!" �040(- 7he sailors 

scatter+ and the only one left onstage is 5ip+ who now delivers a soliloquy of his own- 

(xpanding on the themes of whiteness and blackness introduced in the chapter+ 5ip sees 

the ominous and terrifying forces of nature expressed not in blackness+ but whiteness+ 

thus subverting what 7ally calls the "symbolic systems" of nationalism �"Aelieving in 

@merica" 64(9 ":hite squalls> white whale+ shirr! shirr! --- 4h+ thou big white *od aloft 

there somewhere in yon darkness+ have mercy on this small black boy down here: 

preserve him from all men that have no bowels to feel fear!" � 040 (- +arking back to the 

officers
 soliloquies of the preceding three chapters+ 2elville closes the "2idnight+ 

)orecastle" chapter with a soliloquy from the lowliest of the ship
s crew+ and his 

soliloquy is the most darkly despondent of them all+ which seems to suggest that lurking 
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beneath the supposedly crude+ vulgar surface of melodrama lies a noble+ tragic spilit to 

rival that of high 8hakespearean drama- @t the close of his musical melodrama+ 2elville 

shines the spotlight on 5ip+ concentrating and completing the shift of focus, initiated at 

the chapter
s opening, from white officers to a non,white+ powerless individual- .n the 

forecastle chapter+ then+ 2elville uses the musical melodramatic form as a lens through 

which to explore the intersections of race+ class+ and nationality: and in the process the 

marginalized Caggoo and 5ip have asserted new identities and found their own voices- 

7he chapter thus shows how a transnational formation overcomes what .evin Aruynel 

terms an "impelial binary+" enabling "indigenous people to give their political identity 

and agency fuller expression+ one that is less constrained by colonial impositions" � qtd- in 

)luck 266(- :e will see evidence of this fuller expression+ entailing a more oppositional 

mode of transnational ism+ at work in the crew s shantying- 
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.;- 8ea 8hanty 

Historical Contexts 

.n the descriptions of shantying in Moby-Dick, music plays a very different role 

from that of the nationalistic songs and dances of the forecastle,yet+ as with musical 

melodramas+ understanding the historical context of sea shanties is important for 

understanding how 2elville
s musical depictions address aspects of transnationalism-

7ecords of sea shanties exist as far back as the 04//s+ and even at this early date the 

mixing of cultures+ which would later become such a prominent feature of shanties+ is 

already evident �*ioia 005(- 7his mixing was carried out as sailors from around the world 

came into contact with each other via a network of global ports- 8hanties proliferated 

throughout the world in the nineteenth century via this international network of ports+ 

reflecting the increased cultural and racial diversity of many crews- 7his intermingling 

resulted in an amalgamation of musical practices among sailors+ as singing became a very 

important part of life onboard a commercial ship �*ioia 008(- .n this context+ the old 

cliche of music being a "universal language" really did ring true+ as songs sung 

collectively could transcend the language barrier and bring diverse peoples together+ 

fostering the social bonds and strong sense of camaraderie that were so important to the 

functioning of a well,run ship- Hf� as was seen in the close readings of the forecastle 

chapter+ new collective identities are engendered by transnational spaces+ this new 
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collectivity in tum engenders and requires correspondingly new modes of communication 

and expression- 8hanties fulfilled this requirement for nineteenth,century sailors- 

Aecause it was necessary for a multilingual crew onboard a whaling ship to have a 

common language+ sailors
 language developed certain characteristics+ which 1inebaugh 

and 7ediker term the "language of the @tlantic+" essentially a form of pidgin,(nglish+ 

described as comprising "nautical (nglish+" the "8abir" of the 2editerranean+ the 

"hermetic,like cant of the underworld+" and a :est @frican grammatical construction 

�041(- 7his language+ even apart from shantying+ had a very musical quality+ with 

inflections ofpitch helping to communicate the meaning of a limited vocabulary of about 

2// words � 043 (- 7he language itself "became an instrument, like the drum or fiddle, 

of communication among the oppressed" � 043 (- 

1ike pidgin,(nglish+ one important aspect of the cultural amalgamation 

represented in shanties is the degree to which they exhibited a strong @frican and @frican 

@merican aesthetic �*ioia 011(- 7his can be seen in the prominent use of call,and, 

response form �a dialogic pattern in which a soloist
s phrases are answered with a 

repeated melody or refrain sung by a chorus( and in the importance placed on vocal 

improvisation+ a skill that served to alleviate the repetitive monotony of many tasks 

onboard a ship- 6 7he result of this strong @frican @merican musical aesthetic was that for 

much of the nineteenth century+ white (uropean and 1orth @merican sailors sang in a 

"characteristically black style" �Aolster 106(- 1inebaugh and 7ediker also point out that 

"cultural exchanges among (uropean and @frican sailors and pirates were extensive+ 

6- (nglish author )rank Aullen+ writing in 08 02 of his time at sea+ recounted that "many a 
Bhantyman was prized in spite of his poor voice because of his improvisations ---- 5oor doggerel they 
were mostly and often lewd and filthy+ but they gave the knowing and appreciative shipmates+ who roared 
the refrain+ much opportunity for laughter" �qtd- in *ioia 012(-
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resulting+ for example+ in the well,known similarities of fonu between @frican songs and 

sea shanties" �056(- 4ne of the distinguishing features of transnational social formations 

is their hybridity+ marked by a fluidity of constructed styles and social practices+ which 

are "often described in terms of syncretism+ creolization+ bricolage+ cultural translation+ 

and hybridity" �;ertovec 340 (+ and shanties+ with their use of @frican musical elements 

mixed with those from (urope and @merica are a perfect example of this fluid hybridity- 

8hanties were often assembled from pieces of tunes heard in ports around the 

world+ and as such they could be considered to be one of the earliest transnational forms 

of music- 8ometimes a song that had originated in one language would be translated into 

another+ while other times a song would retain its native language even after it had been 

incorporated into use by sailors who spoke an entirely different language- 7his constant 

"borrowing across linguistic barriers" may account for the frequent use in many shanties 

of what appear to be nonsense syllables such as "yo,ho+" and "way,ay,ay" �*ioia 015(- 

Aut even if the words were incomprehensible this was of little importance+ for the most 

important aspects of these songs were their infectious melodies and rhythms- .t was this 

infectiousness that made shanties well,suited as work songs+ to accompany various tasks 

on a ship- 

4ne of the most physically demanding of such tasks was that of heaving the 

anchor+ a chore that could sometimes take hours to complete- @ special category of 

shanty+ known as "windlass" or "capstan" songs+ were reserved exclusively for this task- 

Aecause heaving the anchor could take so long+ this category of shanty featured many 

drawn,out verses+ and the lyrics often told a story as the song progressed+ which kept the 

workers mentally engaged in the narrative of the song while being physically occupied 
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with the arduous task �*ioia 010(- .n fact+ the first time that 2elville depicts shantying in 

Moby-Dick, it is during a scene in which the crew is heaving the anchor in 1antucket 

harbor before they embark for the sea- 7his scene illustrates an important aspect of 

shanties9 Hn contrast to the ballads+ jigs+ and shuffles performed for enjoyment on the 

forecastle at night+ shanties were afunctional music- 7hat is+ they were used exclusively 

for work,they helped to maintain a steady working pace and rhythm+ which was 

essential when large numbers of people worked together at one task- 7hey also helped to 

alleviate the tediousness of various tasks on a ship+ each shanty being associated with a 

particular task- )urthermore+ a great deal of consideration went into choosing a shanty 

that fit the rhythms and pace of a given task- 7ichard +enry Cana+ in 7wo Years Before 

the Mast, published in 073/+ recounts how difficult it could sometimes be to find the right 

shanty for a task9 "7wo or three songs would be tried+ one after the other+ with no 

effect:,not an inch could be got on the tackles,when a new song+ struck up+ seemed to 

hit the humor of the moment+ and drove the tackles 
two blocks
 at once" �qtd- in *ioia 

010(- Blearly+ then+ sea shanties are an expression of unity9 the 3equod's crew is united 

both by the lyrics+ which are sung in unison+ and by the tempo of the song+ which must 

match the pace of a given job to be performed- 7he singing of shanties mark some of the 

few times when this nationally+ culturally+ racially+ and linguistically diverse crew is 

united-

Aut shanties
 function as work songs begs the question as to what purpose this 

unity serves9 Co the shanties represent a type of transnational unification and solidarity 

that is simply reabsorbed into and appropriated by nationalist or global capitalist aims> 

8hanties+ after all+ are work songs+ and they are sung in order to make the crew work 
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better together,that is to say+ to work harder and more efficiently+ and in this sense the 

shanties serve merely as a tool for the crew to further their own exploitation- <et if the 

contexts and circumstances of the crew
s shanties are examined more closely+ other 

political meanings emerge- 

@s will be shown+ the crew
s choice of songs+ and the occasions on which they 

are sung+ can be seen as acts of resistance+ for the sailors repeatedly defy orders that there 

shall be no singing of "profane songs+" and no singing on holy days �2elville 83(- 7his 

sort of resistance might be underestimated by a modem reader+ but as 1inebuagh and 

7ediker have pointed out+ a commercial ship
s officers would have been acutely attuned 

to such collective acts of insubordination+ for the threat of mutiny always loomed+ and in 

fact there are documented cases of sailors being court,martialed for singing certain songs 

in "defiance of discipline" � l 55, 56(- @s the close readings of the forecastle chapter have 

shown+ the crew
s resistance has as its precursor the emergence of new identities in 

transnational spaces+ where traditional narrativ~s rooted in nationalism are challenged by 

new transnational narratives- :infried )luck reminds us that these narratives are "built 

on a basic dichotomy between identity fonnation in the nation,state+ which is always 

associated with a stable+ monolithic identity+ and identity formation in a transnational 

world which promises to unsettle stable identities as a necessary precondition for 

regaining agency" �260(- )luck
s qualifying+ "necessary precondition+" suggests a 

possible answer to B- 1- 7- /ames
s question as to why the 3equod 's crew do not go so 

far as to mutiny or rebel more strongly against the officers- 2elville shows the crew 

establishing+ in the oppositional undertones of their shanties+ the "necessary preconditions" 

for regaining agency,an agency which in the mid,nineteenth century these "mariners+ 
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renegades+ and castaways" were in a position neither to articulate nor attain- .n fact+ this 

agency would not be articulated until the rise of subaltern and postcolonial critical 

perspectives more than a century later- 

@nother factor that helps a reader give due recognition to the 3equod's crew
s 

resistance is understanding the historical context of political resistance among sailors and 

the particular ways that it was expressed among them- .n short+ sailors
 resistance+ what 

1inebaugh and 7ediker call their "hydrarchy" �a reference to the "many,headed hydra+" 

discussed earlier(+ was forced underground in order to escape reprisal from hegemonic 

forces- .n other words+ resistance was expressed much more surreptitiously at sea than on 

land+ because sailors were being watched very closely by their officers+ and punishment 

for any insubordination was invariably swift and harsh9 "@ campaign of terror would be 

employed to destroy hydrarchy+ which was thus forced belowdecks and into an existence 

that would prove both fugitive and durable" �1inebaugh and 7ediker 045(- Cespite their 

necessarily muted fonns of expression+ there is a long and deep historical association 

with seamanship and political resistance+ and many radical movements were originated or 

instigated by seamen �1inebaugh and 7ediker 045(- 7his is not surprising when one 

considers how central a role commercial sea labor played in all other forms of labor 

before the twentieth century- )or that matter+ a commercial whaling ship was itself a kind 

of factory- Bharles 4lson emphatically reminds us9 "Con
t think whaling was any 

different from any other industry- 7he first men in it+ the leaders+ explorers were 

:47.(78- 7he money and the glory came later+ on top with the exploiters- @nd the 

force went down+ stayed where it always does+ at the underpaid bottom" �10(- 1inebaugh 

and 7ediker reinforce this point+ stating that "the ship was the means oforganizing the 
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labor that united all of the other means" � l 38(- @nd the radicalism associated with 

seamen is rooted fundamentally in their identities as transnationals9 "Ay the early 073/s 

the crews were the bottom dogs of all nations and races" �4lson 10 (+ and "the early 

shapers of what would become the oppositional social systems of seamanship were the 

outcasts of all nations" �1inebaugh and 7ediker l 47(+ for on a commercial vessel such as 

the 3equod, "the captain would take on sailors wherever he could find them ---- 7he ship 

became+ if not the breeding ground of rebels+ at least a meeting place where various 

traditions were jammed together in a forcing house of internationalism" �1inebaugh and 

7ediker l 40 (- 7hese aspects of sailors
 unique forms of radicalism are crucial to 

understanding how the musical practice of shantying can be seen as a form of resistance-

5esistance and 7ransnational Identities 

7here are few scenes in Moby-Dick in which the crew is depicted singing sea 

shanties+ but these scenes are related in showing the crew
s subtle forms of resistance+ 

and in showing how shantying is an expression of their collective identity as distinct from 

that of the ship
s officers- 7he first depiction of shantying+ in Bhapter 11+ "2erry 

Bhristmas+" is perhaps the most significant in this regard+ in that it shows the crew 

defying the authority of the ship
s owners- 7his occurs when the sailors perform their 

first important duty on the ship as a collective unit9 weighing anchor in 1antucket harbor 

before setting sail- @t this point in the narrative+ the sailors have still not set eyes on 

Baptain @hab+ and the ship
s owners+ the pious 4uakers Aildad and 5eleg+ have been 

acting as de facto captains- :hen the crew begins to weigh anchor+ Ail dad attempts to 

spur them on with a "work song" of his own9 
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.n getting under weigh+ the station generally occupied by the pilot is the 

front part of the ship ---- Aildad+ . say+ might now be seen actively 

engaged in looking over the bows for the approaching anchor+ and at 

intervals singing what seemed a dismal stave of psalmody+ to cheer the 

hands at the windlass+ who roared forth some sort of chorus about the girls 

of Aoob le @lley+ with hearty good will- �83( 

Aildad intends his dismal psalmody to "cheer" the crew+ but being entirely unsuited for 

the task of weighing anchor+ the sailors ignore this song and the authority ofAildad+ and 

sing a song of their own instead- @nd not only is the song,as 5arker and +ayford
s 

editorial notes tell us,a profane one+ about prostitutes who frequented a slum street+ the 

crew sing this profane song on Bhristmas day+ in blatant defiance of orders- .shmael 

states9 "1ot three days previous+ Aildad had told them that no profane songs would be 

allowed on board the 5equod+ particularly in getting under weigh: and Bharity+ his sister+ 

had placed a small choice copy of :atts in each seaman
s berth" �83(- .saac :atts
s 

hymns were and still are some of the most widely known and sung in the Bhristian world+ 

used in the services of many 5rotestant denominations- Ay ignoring both the commands 

of their masters and the hymnal by :atts that had been so thoughtfully supplied for them+ 

the crew
s shanty becomes a song of defiance-

8hantying is a practice in which only the crew can take part+ so in addition to 

serving the utilitarian function of aiding heavy labor+ shantying also functions as an 

expression of agency,as a means of asserting a crew
s collective identity as distinct 

from that of their officers- "7he shanty is an instrument of the crew,
the people+
 the 

common foremast hands,in which the officers have no part+ nor can have any part+ and 
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over which they have no domain except that of negation" �)rank 7/(- Hn other words+ 

shanties are an expression of the new kind of identity engendered by transnational 

formations+ one that is rooted in collective action- @s )luck points out+ one way of 

"reconstituting identity in political transnationalism is via collective action and solidarity" 

�266(- 7his transnational+ collective identity is rooted in the structures of global capital 

that are specific to maritime labor+ and the sailors
 expressions of solidarity are thus also 

unique to these structures- 8ailors "had ways of their own,their own language+ 

storytelling+ and solidarity" �1inebaugh and 7ediker 033(- 7he fact that sailors had their 

own forms of solidarity suggests that these forms might not be apparent to non,sailors+ 

nor even recognized as forms of solidarity+ especially to a modem reader- 7ather+ this 

solidarity looms below the surface+ expressed in ways+ such as shantying+ that pass with 

barely a remark from .shmael- 

+aving established the connection between the crew
s singing of shanties and the 

act of defiance entailed in their profanation of holy days+ 2elville reinforces this 

connection- 7he next time 2elville describes the crew in the act of shantying+ it is again 

in the context of the crew defying a Bhristian holy day+ by working on the 8abbath- .µ 

Bhapter 56+ "Butting .n+" .shmael makes light of the situation9 "Ht was a 8aturday night+ 

and such a 8abbath followed! (x officio professors of 8abbath breaking are all whalemen- 

7he ivory 5equod was turned into what seemed a shamble: every sailor a butcher- <ou 

would have thought we were offering up ten thousand red oxen to the sea gods" �133(- 

+ere+ the pure+ "ivory 5equod" is made the site of a pagan sacrificial rite- @nd while their 

gruesome work is being carried out+ shanties serve as the musical accompaniment9 "7he 
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heavers forward now resume their song" �134(+ and shanties are once again linked with 

defiance of earthly and divine authority- 

.n this regard+ it is significant that the subversive voice of the crew is revealed in 

music rather than in >shmael
s narration- Bf the crew
s solidarity is revealed in musical 

settings but remains "unsayable" in words+ then this leads to a new understanding of B- L-

7- /ames
s assertion that 2elville intended "to make the crew the real heroes of the book+ 

but he >wasB afraid of criticism" � 07(- >n a sense+ it is only with the rise+ in the mid, 

twentieth century+ of postcolonial and subaltern critical perspectives that the crew could 

be seen as the heroes of the book- Bomparing the nineteenth,century crew
s latent 

subaltern self,knowledges and identities with that oflater postcolonial subjects+ /ames 

stated9 "7his is my final impression- 7he meanest mariners+ renegades+ and castaways of 

2elville
s days were objectively a new world- Aut they knew nothing- 7hese know 

everything" � 042(- @nd they "know everything" because they are more at home in the 

transnational formations and identities that were only just being initiated onboard the 

3equod. 8eigel makes a serendipitously cetological analogy9 "2any colonial intellectuals 

lived or travelled in multiple peripheral places and spent long stints in the belly of the 

whale- @nti colonial scholars have come face to face with a range of transnational 

interconnections+ including the deep marks colonialism inflicted in the metropole+ and 

they have exposed the history of those connections" �52,53(- 7his is exactly the 

perspective that enabled /ames to dig beneath the surface of .shmael
s narration and 

focus on the polyphonic voice of the crew in his study ofMoby-Dick. .n his identification 

with the crew+ /ames showed that the crew was transnational and already postcolonial+ 

they just didn
t know that they were- /ames
s looking at Moby-Dick from the 
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transnational crew
s perspective could be seen as a fulfillment of what that crew+ in the 

mid,nineteenth century+ could articulate only in a sublimated form in their shantying,in 

what they sang+ how they sang+ and the occasions on which they chose to sing- 

8ubaltern identities+ of which we see the faintest stirrings among the 3equod's 

crew+ are a driving force of transnational perspectives+ and are an integral characteristic 

distinguishing these perspectives from various other international relations and 

formations- @s 8eigel has perceptively pointed out9 

4bservers of the transnational tum in history often understand the 

popularity of global perspectives as the outcome of recent,say+ 

postwar,phenomena+ grouped under the rubric ofglobalization. 7hat 

term+ however+ describes a set of conditions of varying vintages- *ranting 

it "newness" and agency forgets the global encounters that have long 

driven grand social and political forces- .t is not so,called globalization+ 

but the mobility and resistance occasioned by colonialism+ as translated by 

anticolonial and postcolonial intellectuals+ that have lit the hottest fires in 

the engines driving the transnational tum- �52( 

8o the beginnings of a "process of resistance+" which Conald 5ease identifies as one pole 

of transnationalism �"5ostnational and 5ostcolonial 7econfigurations" 162(+ are 

represented by the crew
s opposition+ expressed in their shantying- .t is not that the crew 

is mutinying+ or triumphing over their exploiters,rather+ 2elville shows a form of 

resistance that looms below the surface- 7heirs is a process of resistance in which the 

"process" has only just begun+ and is in an incipient state+ and 2elville shows this 

resistance being collectively formed before the reader
s eyes and ears- 
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Aut the reader must trust her own eyes and ears,must+ in particular+ attune her 

ears to the crew
s music+ and not be distracted by .shmael
s words- 7he reader+ in other 

words+ must overcome her own logocentrism- .n fact+ throughout Moby-Dick, 2elville 

attempts to draw the reader away from the surface oflshmael
s words- (verywhere+ he is 

prompting us+ inviting us+ virtually imploring us+ to read .shmael
s narrative against the 

grain+ to see the contradictions in it- )or instance+ when .shmael argues on page 241 

against the possibility of whale species ever becoming extinct+ readers who remember his 

pronouncement some fifty pages earlier "that owing to the unwearied activity with which 

of late they have been hunted over all four oceans --- you may now sometimes sail for 

weeks and months together+ without being greeted by a single spout" �187(+ will have 

correctly detected a contradiction in his argument- 

Aut it seems that many critics have not been so astute+ for not only have they 

tended to take .shmael at his word+ many have made the even more egregious error of 

reading .shmael
s words as speaking for 2elville himself- Bharles 4lson called out this 

persistent error more than fifty years ago+ noting that for "too long in criticism of the 

novel .shmael has been confused with +ennan 2elville himself
 �46(- .n order to see 

2elville
s representation of transnationalism as the progressive political vision that it is 

�and not simply the reactionary acquiescence to global capitalization and :8 imperialism 

that many critics find( it cannot be stressed enough9 2elville is not .shmael,for the 

problem continues to persist-7 Aut unless we to an extent distrust .shmael+ unless we 

examine the things he wants us to pass over+ unless we notice what he himself does not 

notice or what he does not want us to notice+ we will not notice the sailors
 act of 

7- 1ancy )redricks+ writing several decades after 4lson+ states that "one of the biggest temptations 
among 2elville critics has been to conflate the first,person narrator with its author- Ht is easy to understand 
why we do this when we consider that .shmael and 2elville are both writing the same book" �2/(- 

00-r 
H 
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resistance in their shanties- .n fact+ the crew
s resistance lies so far beneath the surface 

that the reader might very well miss it entirely if attention is not drawn deliberately to the 

depths of the crew
s music+ and away from the surface ofishmael
s words-

;- Bonclusion 

ln the "2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter+ then+ 2elville uses the musical theater 

form of nautical melodrama to show how unity+ cross,cultural communication+ and 

interaction break down when individual sailors assert their various nationalities and 

cultures as a means of self,identification- 7he sailors
 various fonns ofrecreational music 

and dance do not carry over well across cultures and become rather a means ofdis, 

unification- Aut when used in work+ music functions very differently- :hen singing 

shanties in unison the members of the crew are all in the same boat+ as it were+ even if not 

all of them � or none of them( understand the words- @nd through shantying+ the sailors 

are not only unified in one voice+ but their identity as distinct from that of the officers lies 

in this unity+ rather than in the identity that arises from nationalism- 7he way that music 

functions in these two very different ways is representative of the way that the tenn 

"transnational" can describe either a way of seeing the world+ or things themselves in the 

world- @nd although transnational frameworks are a relatively recent development in the 

field of@merican studies+ 2elville himself employed, not least in his representations of 

music in 2oby,Cick, transnational frameworks and perspectives as a rhetorical strategy+ 

and this is part of the reason why rescuing the book from the dominant interpretive 

framework of nationalism has been such a crucial project among @mericanists in recent 
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years- )or interpretive frameworks are not merely neutral tools+ but are themselves 

constructs that influence not only how the works they interpret are understood+ but also 

how the larger society+ which those works represent and speak to+ is understood9 "Moby-

Dick was not+ for scholars of @merican 8tudies+ merely an object of analysis- .t provided 

the field itself with a framework narrative that included the nonns and assumptions out of 

which the field was organized ---- 4verall this frame narrative assisted in structuring the 

constitutive understanding of the society it purported to represent" �5ease+ .ntroduction to 

Mariners, 5enegades & Castaways xviii,xxix(- 5ut another way+ the forecastle chapter 

features an international crew+ confronted with their own limiting nationalism, depicted 

transnationally-that is+ through 2elville
s transnational perspective+ which allows him 

to see and portray the forecastle as a transnational space- .n their shanties+ however+ the 

crew themselves have become transnationals- 7he contrast between the two musical sites 

illustrates the difference between the two primary modes of the term transnational, as 

referencing either a conceptual framework or the objects taken up for study- 

Aut while the two primary idioms of musical expression in the book+ the 

nationalistic song and the shanty+ may be seen as a kind of binary opposition+ the more 

important opposition occurs between the crew
s music and .shmael
s narration,that is+ 

between the musical voice and the written word,and in Moby-Dick these two forces are 

representative of two modes of transnationalism- 4ne mode functions primarily in 

acquiescence to global capital+ while the other functions primarily in resistance to it+ and 

the current disagreement among scholars as to whether Moby-Dick serves primarily a 

reactionary or a progressive purpose may be due in large part to the fact that 2elville 

gives voice to both modes- 1inebaugh and 7ediker have noted the dual modes of 
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accommodation and resistance to global capital that occurred on commercial ships+ citing 

"the organization of the maritime state from above+ and the self,organization of sailors 

from below- 7he ship thus became both an engine of capitalization --- and a setting of 

resistance" �033(- 5ease+ who has devoted a great deal of thought to the dual nature of 

transnationalism+ further elucidates9 "Ht is because it goes above the nation,state and goes 

below it at the same time that globalization has resulted in intractably contradictory 

manifestations of the postnational" �"5ostnational and 5ostcolonial 7econfigurations" 

162(- .n his other his writings+ 5ease employs the term transnational to denote what he 

designates here as postnational. +e demarcates this dual nature as follows9 ":hen it is 

articulated to the conceptual needs of global relationships caused by shifts in the new 

world economy+ the term postnational
 describes the effect on the nation,state of the new 

global economic order which no longer finds in it a vehicle appropriate for the 

accumulation of capital or the regulation of labor" �"5ostnational and 5ostcolonial 

7econfigurations" 162(- 7his is the mode of transnational ism represented by .shmael 

when he sings the praises of the whaling industry for bringing markets and capital,and+ 

ostensibly+ democracy,to countries throughout the world- lshmael also expresses this 

mode when he states9 ")or many years past the whale,ship has been the pioneer in 

ferreting out the remotest and least known parts of the earth" and has "explored seas and 

archipelagoes which no chart+ where no Book or ;ancouver had ever sailed" �2elville 

88(- +e also claims that it was the whale,ship that "cleared the way for the missionary 

and the merchant+ and in many cases carried the primitive missionaries to their first 

destinations" �88(- Aut these bold claims should be read as yet another instance in which 

2elville is prompting us to doubt .shmael+ for readers will have remembered .shmael
s 
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own statements ofreligious relativism in the room at the inn with 4ueequeg+ and those 

who investigate the matter further will find that 2elville received a great deal of criticism 

for the less,than,glowing assessment of missionaries that appeared in his earlier books 

�5arker and +ayford 354,6/(- .n other words+ the mindful reader is already aware of how 

both 2elville and .shmael feel about missionaries+ and the fact that here .shmael 

conflates "the missionary and the merchant" suggests that 2elville wants us to consider 

the colonizing work of merchants and markets in as dubious a light as that shown on 

missionaries- Hn this way+ 2elville seems to be inviting us to read .shmael
s narrative of 

accommodation to global capital ironically+ an invitation that appears not to have been 

widely accepted by many earlier @rnericanists and critics of the novel+ although some 

scholars with a transnational focus have recognized the irony in the book- @ntonio 

Aarrenechea+ for instance+ writes that Moby-Dick is part of an "emerging literary tradition 

that is both self,critical and transnational+" and sees 2elville "as a 1ew :orld author 

who extends+ often ironically+ the colonial legacy of the entire @mericas" �1/(- 8o while 

.shmael
s words represent one stance toward economic globalization+ the depictions of 

music in the book+ as discussed earlier+ represent another- 

:hen .shmael claims that the whaling industry+ representing what today is known 

as the "private sector+" does a better job of promoting democracy and bringing markets 

and other "benefits" to remote countries than governments do+ he is relaying a trope that 

has become pervasive in our own time among neoconservatives- :hile on the surface 

critical of the state+ this mode of transnationalism is in fact thoroughly imbricated with it+ 

for it "simply recasts the state through the reproduction of the collective illusion that the 

state is an imaginative correlate of an individual
s desires+ the worlds.he wants+ rather 

http:worlds.he
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than the world the state has already imposed" �5ease+ "1ational 1arratives" 2(- Aut 

transnational formations need not always work complicity with global capital+ for there is 

an opposing mode of transnationalism- 5ease explains this aspect further9 ":hen it 

describes the translocal solidarities of transnational advocacy like 4xfam+ or @mnesty 

.nternational+ or of the international projects of feminism+ @ct,:p and the *reen 5arty+ 

that exist outside and work across international borders+ the postnational signifies 

processes of resistance that keep globalization in check even as they simultaneously 

produce a very different sense of it" �"5ostnational and 5ostcolonial 7econfigurations" 

162(- 7he fact that some manifestations of transnationalism are primarily accommodating 

to global capital while others are primarily not+ and that these two main divisions further 

very different political goals+ should serve to remind us of one important caveat9 that a 

transnational fonnation is not necessarily progressive or enlightened- @s )luck cautions+ 

"transnational flow and exchange is not always and not automatically benign+ as such 

phenomena as slavery+ eugenics+ or+ more recently+ neoliberal economics demonstrate- 

2oreover+ as @my .aplan reminds us+ empire is also a fonn of transnational ism"
 �254(-

@ny transnational framework is always put to some use. 

Blearly+ 2elville
s ideas related to transnationalism and nationalism as they find 

expression in Moby-Dick are complex+ even contradictory,and any attempt to claim that 

the book promulgates only one or the other mode of transnational ism is therefore too 

simplistic- @nd yet it would be equally mistaken to conclude that 2elville was 

ambivalent on the matter+ especially when the depictions of music in the novel seem to 

work against .shmael
s own statements- @s the crew
s shanties in particular show+ 

2elville
s book functions more oppositionally than .shmael
s pronouncements on their 
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own would suggest- Hn the end+ each reader must decide how ".shmael,centrically" she 

will read Moby-Dick, and how much irony+ if any+ she sees lurking beneath the surface of 

.shmael
s statements: but the crew
s music should play a factor in this decision- 

7hrough his depiction of these two musical genres+ 2elville highlights the 

important role that labor plays in uniting the world
s peoples, but this unity can only be 

achieved if national identities are renounced+ that is+ if workers are able to relinquish the 

sense that their identity is determined and delimited by their status as subjects of a 

particular nation,state- <et it is only in labor �in shantying(+ not in leisure �in the songs 

and dances in the forecastle(+ that the crew is able to do this- 7hus+ scholars such as 5aul 

1yons have correctly pointed out that 2elville highlights a "central contradiction of 

globalism+ its belief that trade will diminish the importance of nation,states+ along with 

the suspicion that its driving agents+ through imposing conditions on less,developed 

nations+
 will appropriate their sovereignties into their own" � 54(- <et Moby-Dick also 

seems to suggest that the forces of global capitalism may not have the last word in 

transnationalism+ for as the crew
s sea shanties demonstrate+ workers can unite in 

resistance- Aut the only way this resistance can be sustained is if workers of the world 

resist the urge to call their own tune,to impose their individual national narratives on 

one another,and instead sing new songs together+ even if they cannot quite understand 

all of the words- 
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	WNPGQ
	J 

	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
	TMNV WJDGNSJ TKMoby-Dick, NSKTSSJG G\ PXVNHDQ GJSNHWNTSV. HTPSQNHDWJV SWJYNTXV WWDSVSDWNTSDQNVW WJDGNSJV TK WMJ STYJQ. ZMNHM MDYJ WJSGJG WT WDPJ IVMPDJQ'V XWWJWDSHJV DW KDHJ YDQXJ. DV XSNYTHDQ J[SWJVVNTSV (TDQQ\. "ASWN.IVMPDJQ" 3)- IS HTSWWDVW WT WMNV PTSTQTJNH KTHXV. ZMNHM RTGJWW TDQQ\ MDV HDQQJG "IVMPDJQ.HJSWWNH" ("ASWN.IVMPDJQ" 02). J[DPNSNSJ Moby-Dick'V GJSNHWNTSV TK PXVNH VMNKWV WMJ KTHXV WT WMJ Peqlod'V HWJZ. MNJMQNJMWNSJ WMJ STYJQ'V STQ\SMTSNH YTNHJ- FXWWMJWPTWJ. MJQYNQQJ VMTZV WMNV PXVNHDQ STQ\SMTS\
	WNPGQJ 
	II-TWDSVSDWNTSDQNVP DSG NNSJWJJSWM.CJSWXW\ MXVNH 
	TUanVnaWionaliVm DSG WUanVnaWional DWJ WJWPV GJVHWNGNSJ WMJ YDWNJG WNJV DSG NSWJWDHWNTSV WMDW QNSP NSGNYNGXDQV DSG JWTXSV GJ\TSG WMJ GTXSGDWNJV TKSDWNTS.VWDWJV-TMJVJ QNSPV HTPSWNVJ VTHNDQ KTWPDWNTSV WMDW PD\ GJ JNWMJW GNJJJW TW VPDQQJW WMDS D SDWNTS. VWDWJ. DSG KTVWJW NSGNYNGXDQ DSG HTQQJHWNYJ VXGMJHWNYNWNJV WMDW DWJ STW NSYJVWJG NS SDWNTSDQ NGJSWNWNJV- IS WMNV SDSJW. WMJS. WUanVnaWionaliVm NV XVJG WT GJSTWJ DS DSSWTDHM WMDW GTJV STW YNJZ "WMJ SDWNTS TW SDWNTSDQNVP. DV WMJ HJSWWDQ. TWJDSN]NSJ HTSHJSW TK QNW
	0 

	0-TUanVnaWional NS WMNV SWTMJHW NV XVJG NS D ZD\ WMDW NV YNWWXDQQ\ V\STS\PTXV ZNWM WMJ ZD\V WMDW VTPJ SWJYNTXV APJWNHDS VWXGNJV VHMTQDWV MDYJ XVJG WMJ WJWP poVWnaWional, GXW WUanVnaWional NV HMTVJS MJWJ GTWM WT DYTNG HTPSQNHDWNTSV DSG VXDQNKNHDWNTSV WMDW DWNVJ KWTP WMJ WJPSTWDQ NPSQNHDWNTSV TK WMJ SWJKN[ poVW NS STVWSDWNTSDQNVP (CXWNJQ JW DQ 1: PJDVJ. "PTVWSDWNTSDQ DSG PTVWHTQTSNDQ RJHTSKNJXWDWNTSV" 162). DSG WT PTWJ WJDGNQ\ VNWXDWJ WMNV SWTMJHW NS WMJ HTSWJ[W TKWMJ PTVW WJHJSW VHMTQDWVMNS NS APJWNHDS VWXGN
	WNPGQ
	J 

	TMJ WJWP WUanVnaWional HDS KXSHWNTS JNWMJW DV DS DGMJHWNYDQ VXDQNKNJW TW DV D STXS.NW HDS GJSTWJ JNWMJW D HTSHJSWXDQ KWDPJZTWP TW WMJ TGMJHWV WDPJS XS KTW VWXG\- DTSDQG PJDVJ J[SQDNSV9 "AV DS DGMJHWNYDQ VXDQNKNJW. WMJ WWDSVSDWNTSDQ HDS GJVHWNGJ JYJW\WMNSJ KWTP SJXWWDQ WJSWJVJSWDWNTSV TK NPSJWNDQ J[HMDSJJV WT WMJNW GNDVSTWNH HWNWNVXJV." ZMNQJ "ZMJS XVJG DV D STXS. WMJ WWDSVSDWNTSDQ WJKJWV WT D HTSGNWNTS TK NS.GJWZJJSSJVV (WMJ 'WWDSV'). DSG WT D GJMDYNTWDQ HDWJJTW\ WMDW NPSXWJV WMJ WWDNWV TK KQJ[NGNQNW\. STS.
	DJVSNWJ Moby-Dick 'V HTSWNSXJG HDSDHNW\ WT WJPDNS WJQJYDSW WT APJWNHDS VWXGNJV. DSG WMJ DGNQNW\ TKVHMTQDWV WT KNSG SJZ DSSWTDHMJV WT NW WMWTXJM WMJ XVJ TK NSWJWGNVHNSQNSDW\ PJWMTGTQTJNJV. WMJWJ MDV GJJS YJW\ QNWWQJ WJVJDWHM GTSJ TS MJQYNQQJ'V XVJ TKPXVNH NS MNV STYJQV- SWJWQNSJ SWXHPJ\ PDNSWDNSV WMDW WMNV NV GJHDXVJ WMJ DWW KTWPV TK PXVNH DSG GDSHJ "DWJ DW D GNVHTXSW NS QNWJWDW\ HWNWNHNVP" GJVSNWJ MJQYNQQJ'V VPNQQKXQ XVJ TK WMTVJ JQJPJSWV (5)9 
	TMNV MDV JTSJ YNWWXDQQ\ XSSTWNHJG NS MNV ZTWP. DSG TSJ NV STW QNPJQ\ WT JT WT APJWNHDS KNHWNTS J[SJHWNSJ PXVNH DSG GDSHJ. TW WMJ WZT WTJJWMJW (ZMNHM 
	. 
	. 
	'

	' 
	WNPGQJ 0/ 
	NV MJQYNQQJ'V VW\QJ). WT JWJDWQ\ DNG NS XSGJWVWDSGNSJ D SDWWNHXQDW ZTWP TK 
	KNHWNTS----MXVNH DSG GDSHJ DWJ STW WWJDWJG DV NPSTWWDSW JQJPJSWV TKWMJ 
	APJWNHDS ZWNWJW'V HWDKW. \JW GTWM ZJWJ TK XWPTVW NPSTWWDSHJ NS WMJ 
	HWJDWNTS TKMoby-Dick. (5) WMNQJ D KJZ VHMTQDWV. VXHM DV CDSSTS ( Q 853) DSG FWDSP (0874). MDYJ VWXGNJG MJQYNQQJ'V GJSNHWNTSV TK PXVNH NS Moby-Dick, WMJNW ZTWP ZDV KTHXVJG TS WMJ PXVNHDQ VTXWHJV TKWMJ VTSJV. DSG WMJNW STVVNGQJ V\PGTQNH VNJSNKNHDSHJ WT WMJ STYJQ'V SQTW- TMJWJ VJJPV WT MDYJ GJJS YNWWXDQQ\ ST DWWJPSW PDGJ WT VNWXDWJ MJQYNQQJ'V GJSNHWNTSV TKPXVNH ZNWMNS GWTDGJW HXQWXWDQ TW SDWNTSDQ HTSWJ[WV. QJW DQTSJ WWDSVSDWNTSDQ HTSWJ[WV. DSG WMNV VNWXDWNTS NV DS J[DPSQJ TK MTZ NSWJWGNVHNSQNSDW\ DSSWTDHMJV WT
	1 

	TT DSVZJW WMNV. NW NV KNWVW SJHJVVDW\ WT XSGJWVWDSG ZMDW WMJ idea TKPXVNH WJSWJVJSWJG WT PDS\ SNSJWJJSWM.HJSWXW\ ZWNWJWV VXHM DV HJWPDS MJQYNQQJ. DSG MTZ WMJVJ ZWNWJWV XSGJWVWTTG PXVNH. DV DS NSMJWJSWQ\ STSWJSWJVJSWDWNTSDQ DWW. WT KXSHWNTS NS 
	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oby-Dick ZM
	WNPGQJ 0
	0 

	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
	TMJ SNSJWJJSWM.HJSWXW\ NGJD WMDW ZTWGV HDS SJYJW XQWNPDWJQ\ WJSWJVJSW WMJ WWXJ JVVJSHJ TK WJDQNW\. GXW WMDW PXVNH HTXQG GJVHWNGJ WMNSJV WMDW QDSJXDJJ HDSSTW NV JVSJHNDQQ\ WJQJYDSW WT XSGJWVWDSGNSJ Moby-Dick, KTW DW WMJ WNPJ TK NWV ZWNWNSJ MJQYNQQJ'V QJWWJWV DSG TWMJW ZWNWNSJV GJJNS WT J[SWJVV D KWXVWWDWNTS ZNWM WMJ DGNQNW\ TKWMJ ZWNWWJS ZTWG WT HTSYJ\ "TWXWM" (MHCQJSGTS 12)- TMNV YNJZ NV WJKQJHWJG NS ZWNWNSJV VXHM DV "HDZWMTWSJ DSG HNV MTVVJV." SXGQNVMJG QJVV WMDS D \JDW GJKTWJ Moby-Dick, NS ZMNHM MJQYNQQJ 
	WNPGQJ 0
	1 

	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
	WNPGQJ 0
	2 

	III- NDXWNHDQ MJQTGWDPD 
	HiVWoUical &onWexWV 
	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
	2 

	2- AQWMTXJM WMNV QDHP TK DWWJSWNTS MDV GJJS WJHWNKNJG VTPJZMDW VNSHJ RDMNQQ ZWTWJ NS 0856. PJQTGWDPD MDV VWNQQ WJHJNYJG STZMJWJ SJDW WMJ GJJWJJ TK VHMTQDWQ\ DWWJSWNTS WMDW WMJ PNSVWWJQ VMTZ. WT HNWJ DSTWMJW SNSJWJJSWM.HJSWXW\ PXVNHDQ DSG GWDPDWNH JJSWJ. MDV WJHJNYJG-
	WNPGQJ 0
	3 

	MJQTGWDPD'V HMDWDHWJWNVWNH "YNQQDNS.MJWTNSJ" HTSKQNHWV DSG "SJWVJHXWNTS SQTW[ V] ZNWM D MDSS\ JSG." JVWDGQNVMJG D VWWTSJQ\ PTWDQNVWNH GJSW. ZMNHM. RDMNQQ ZWNWJV. HTXQG GJ "SWJVVJG NSWT WMJ VJWYNHJ TK NSSXPJWDGQJ HWXVDGJV9 SDWNTSDQ SDWWNTWNVP. DSWNHQJWNHDQNVP. DGTQNWNTS TK VQDYJW\. SWTMNGNWNTS. DSG JYJS WD[ DSG SWNVTS WJKTSS." DSG ZDV YJW\ JKKJHWNYJ NS WTXVNSJ SJTSQJ WT DHWNTS ([YN)- FTW NSVWDSHJ. SJWKTWPDSHJV TK DS "DSWNQDSGQTWG" PJQTGWDPD JSWNWQJG The RenW Day NSKQXJSHJG WMJ "WNS.MTWS WJGJQQNTS" TK WMJ 073
	MXVNH'V KXSHWNTS NS WMJVJ JDWQ\ PJQTGWDPDV JWJZ TXW TK WMJ VTHNDQ DSG STQNWNHDQ VNWXDWNTSV NS ZMNHM NW GJYJQTSJG. DSG NW NV SJHJVVDW\ WT HTSVNGJW WMNV HTSWJ[W NS TWGJW WT XSGJWVWDSG WMJ STQNWNHDQ NPSQNHDWNTSV TK MJQYNQQJ'V XVJ TK PXVNH NS Moby-Dick. TMJ WJSS melodUame DSSJDWV WT MDYJ GJJS KNWVW XVJG G\ RTXVVJDX NS 066/ WT WJKJW WT MNV Pygmalion. IS WMNV GWDPDWNH ZTWP. PXVNHDQ NSWJWQXGJV DWJ NSWJWVSJWVJG ZNWM GNDQTJXJ NS TWGJW WT DGG DS JPTWNTSDQ XSGJWSNSSNSJ WT WMJ GWDPD WMDW HTXQG STW GJ HTSYJ\JG NS ZTWGV 
	WNPGQJ 0
	4 

	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
	MJQTGWDPDV ZJWJ DQVT SWTGXHJG NS WMJ USNWJG SWDWJV. DSG ZMNQJ WMJVJ TKWJS NPNWDWJG EXWTSJDS SWTGXHWNTSV. WJKQJHWNSJ D "HTQTSNDQ" PNSGVJW. APJWNHDS PJQTGWDPDV DQVT GJYJQTSJG GNVWNSHW HMDWDHWJWNVWNHV (HD\V DSG NNPTQTSTXQTX [)-TMJ PNG.SNSJWJJSWM HJSWXW\ ZDV D PJ\ WXWSNSJ STNSW NS WMJ GJYJQTSPJSW TK APJWNHDS PJQTGWDPD- AHHTWGNSJ WT DDSNJQ GJWTXQG9 
	IW ZDV TSQ\ ZNWM WMJ NSWJWSDWNTSDQ VXHHJVV TK [WMJ VWDJJ YJWVNTS. ZMNHM ZDV XSDXWMTWN]JG. TK] Uncle Tom'V &abin (0741) DSG The PooU ofNew YoUk ( 0746) WMDW SDWNYJ APJWNHDS PJQTGWDPD DHVXNWJG SWJVWNJJ DSG NPSJWXV- NTZ KTW WMJ KNWVW WNPJ NS WMJ 074/V KNWVW.WDWJ PJQTGWDPDV TS GNVWNSHWNYJQ\ APJWNHDS WMJPJV. ZNWM HTQTWKXQ WJJNTSDQ VJWWNSJV. VWDWWJG WT GJ ZWNWWJS. SWTGXHJG. DSG JYJS J[STWWJG- GNYJS NWV HMDSHJ. APJWNHDS PJQTGWDPD VXNHPQ\ GJYJQTSJG NWV TZS SDWNTSDQ KQDYTW. HTQQTVXNDQ NGNTP. MJHWNH WJPST. DSG VSJHND
	In WMJ KNWVW MDQK TK WMJ SNSJWJJSWM HJSWXW\. MTZJYJW. SDWNYJQ\.SWTGXHJG PJQTGWDPDV ZJWJ HTPPTSQ\ VJJS DV NSKJWNTW WT EXWTSJDS SWTGXHWNTSV- WMJWMJW TW STW WMNV SJWHJSWNTS ZDV 
	WNPGQJ 0
	5 

	.
	.

	GXJ WT D "HMDWDHWJWNVWNH KTWP TK APJWNHDS DSWN.APJWNHDS VSTGGJW\" (GJWTXQG 8). TW GJHDXVJ WMJ JDWQ\ SNSJWJJSWM.HJSWXW\ APJWNHDS PJQTGWDPD "ZDV DS XSNPSWJVVNYJ SWTGXHW. VHDSW\ NS YTQXPJ DSG STTW NS VXDQNW\" (RDMNQQ 114). WMJ KDHW NV WMDW EXWTSJDS. JVSJHNDQQ\ BWNWNVM. PJQTGWDPDV ZJWJ PTWJ STSXQDW NS WMJ USNWJG SWDWJV GXWNSJ WMNV WNPJ WMDS ZJWJ APJWNHDS PJQTGWDPDV- 
	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
	TMJ VMDQQTZQ\ SDWWNTWNH DSG YNWWXTXV SDWXWJ TK SDXWNHDQ PJQTGWDPD. HTPGNSJG ZNWM NWV SJWYDVNYJSJVV NS STSXQDW HXQWXWJ TK WMJ WNPJ. ZTXQG MDYJ PDGJ NW DS JDV\ JJSWJ WT 
	--------
	--------
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	" 
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	:imble 06 .
	parody+ and in fact+ many scholars have read the "2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter ofMoby-Dick as a type of parody of melodramatic stylistic conventions- <et there are several problems involved in assuming that 2elville intended this chapter as a parody- )irstly+ with regard to the sub genre of nautical melodramas specifically+ these plays are not quite so simplistic and jingoistic as they might at first appear- Aeneath their rugged+ manly exterior+ nautical melodramas also reveal underlying anxieties about so
	8econdly+ the political implications of 2elville.s use of melodrama need to be considered- :hile earlier scholars have recognized that the "2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter is structured as a theatrical melodrama,complete with stage directions+ scene descriptions+ cast+ and musical numbers,much of this scholarship has assumed that 2elville+ as a nineteenth,century man of letters and devoted aficionado of 8hakespeare+ must have intended this chapter as a parody .)redricks 88(+ because melodrama was a low,brow f
	2elville.s use of popular genres+ like melodrama ---need not be seen as 
	merely a cynical attempt to write a popular book or to parody the base 
	:imble 07 .
	tastes ofthe public- 2elville was not a cultural snob ----7hese genres were thriving in 2elville.s day+ and they reflected the interests of many working, and lower,class people- 2elville found in the various voices of popular culture a rich resource to be tapped in implementing his artistic, political agenda- 7he incorporation ofpopular forms in his work was one method he used to explore the meaning ofdemocracy and to embody in artistic form and content democratic values- . 0/0( 
	7his does noDt mean that the parodic or satirical aspects of2elville.s text should be discounted+ but the assumptions that lay at the root ofearlier scholarly readings should be questioned- 7he assumption that 2elville was using melodramatic elements as a form of parody may rest in large patt on the negative connotations associated with the word "melodrama+" which persist even to this day- 7hese negative connotations may be seen as resulting from the genre.s association with the working class- @dditionally+
	41: 7ahill xv(- .n order to understand the historical context of2elville.s use of melodrama+ it is important to highlight the fact that "early melodrama+" up to the mid nineteenth century+ at the time 2elville was writing Moby-Dick, was associated strongly not with the middle+ but the lower class- 7hus+ 2elville.s employment and deployment of the genre could be read as a statement and signal ofhis affinity with the lower, and 
	:imble 08 .
	working,class perspectives represented in early melodramas rather than as a parody of those perspectives- 
	7he anxieties lurking underneath the surface of nautical melodramas that Barlson identifies are also addressed by 2elville in "2idnight+ )orecastle-" Aut in this chapter 2elville also extrapolates the idioms and stylistic expectations of nautical melodrama+ in what amounts to a virtual deconstruction of the genre+ ingeniously using the conventions of the nautical melodrama to question and critique the very thing that the genre trumpets and celebrates above all else9 the nation,state itself- 7ather than situ
	Musical Melodrama and Class Consciousness 
	Bhapter 3/ ofMoby-Dick, "2idnight+ )orecastle+" is one of the most unusual in the book+ as it is written entirely in the form of a staged play- 7he chapter begins with a stage direction+ signaling to the reader that this is a theatrical piece9 "Foresail rises and discovers the watch standing, lounging, leaning, and lying in various attitudes, all singing in chorus" . 034(- 7he deck of the ship is depicted as a stage+ the foresail is described as a stage curtain that rises to reveal the scene+ and the sailor
	:imble 1/ .
	nineteenth,century melodramas frequently began a scene ..elley+ "1ying in ;arious @ttitudes" n-pag-(-
	Ht is important to read this chapter in the context of the chapters preceding it+ for this is not the first chapter to employ stage directions- 7hose immediately preceding it+ Bhapters 25,28+ also contain stage directions+ although these occur mainly at the beginning of each chapter as a means of setting the scene+ and do not contain directed dialogue+ songs+ and other stage directions as found in Bhapter 3/- Aut the presence of stage directions in each ofthe Bhapters from 25 through 3/ does seem to indicat
	3 

	3- @pparently+ this isolated use ofiambic pentameter has either gone unnoticed by previous scholars+ or has been deemed unremarkable- Aut given the influence of8hakespeare on 2elville in writing 
	:imble 10 
	soliloquies in Bhapters 26,28 establish a solemnity that makes the boisterous songs and dances of Bhapter 3/ that much more surprising- 
	4n another level+ 2elville also seems to be juxtaposing two different dramatic modes as a means of reinforcing class difference9 the solemn+ 8hakespearean theatrical style of high tragedy+ associated with the ship.s captain and officers,all of whom are white and @merican,is formally marked off from the rambunctious+ low,brow theatrical style of melodrama+ associated with the ship.s multinational+ multiracial crew- 7he sudden shift from 8hakespearean soliloquies to melodramatic song,and,dance numbers in Bhap
	Moby-Dick .especially in the chapters under discussion here(+ its appearance is significant- @ worthwhile future project might involve exploring 2elville.s other uses of iambic pentameter in Moby-Dick and what these uses .if any(+ may connote- @nother aspect of8hakespearean./acobean dialect in Moby-Dick that has not been sufficiently discussed is 5eleg and Aildad.s use of the pronouns thee and thou in Bhapter 05+ "7he 8hip-" 5eleg consistently uses the pronouns incorrectly+ while Aildad consistently uses th
	4- 8panos has exposed the bias toward tragedy that can be seen in the work of modernist and Bold, :ar,era @mericanists+ and even+ he maintains+ in the work of some "1ew @mericanists-" :hile these scholars have attempted to demonstrate how Moby-Dick can be read as either a successful or a failed tragedy+ 8panos contends that 2elville.s art was not tragic+ but "errant+" and that attempts to read the book in terms of the tragic mode are misguided .02+ 27,3/+ 47, 5/(- 
	:imble 11 .
	focuses on social inequities+ often from the perspective ofmarginalized or oppressed peoples .)redricks 0/0(- 2elville.s shift,after the captain.s and officers. 8hakespearean,styled soliloquies in the chapters preceding "2idnight+ )orecastle",to a stylized musical melodrama thus signals a corresponding shift from a tragic mode to a melodramatic mode in order to sympathetically convey the perspective ofthe crew+ who are comprised ofsocially marginalized peoples- Cavid *rimsted has pointed out that class anta
	2elville.s use ofmelodrama in the forecastle chapter+ then+ represents a decisive shift to a very different style from that ofthe preceding chapters+ a shift with political+ class,conscious undertones- 7he placement in the book ofthe "2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter is significant+ for in this placement 2elville is juxtaposing tragedy with melodrama+ and this juxtaposition has the effect ofhighlighting the very different political perspectives underlying each form- @ key part ofthis difference lies in the way
	:imble 12 .
	representation" . l /1(- )urther+ )redricks sees clear political implications for the use of 
	music in this way9 :e also need to keep in mind melodrama.s historical context ofclass conflict+ particularly in relation to its linguistic ambivalence and its subsequent valorization ofmusic- :hen the lower,class theaters+ denied the power ofwords+ turned to music in their dramas+ the nonrepresentational art form ofmusic functioned as a political tool for representing the interests ofthe politically unrepresented- . l /2( 
	7hese political implications are brilliantly realized by 2elville in the "2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter+ a close reading of which reveals how 2elville.s own valorization of music conveys a transnational political vision that engenders new conceptions of identity among some sailors+ and these new identities are rooted in transnational f/0mations rather than in citizenship ofany particular nation,state- 2elville was very familiar with melodrama+ as is evidenced by his later consulting the work ofCouglass /err
	066: Aercaw 047(- @nd because melodramas were so popular in the first half ofthe nineteenth century+ 2elville+ writing in 074/, 40+ could have expected the readers of Moby-Dick to recognize that the "2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter is written as a kind of nautical melodrama+ and in recognizing it as such+ nineteenth,century readers could have reasonably expected the chapter to contain happy songs ex toling the virtues ofpatriotism and the glories ofthe nation,state- 
	2elville+ however+ subverts these expectations from the beginning ofthe chapter- 
	@ song,and,dance number at the beginning of a musical melodrama usually established a .
	:imble 13 .
	carefree+joyous mood+ and at the beginning of the chapter+ as the foresail rises+ the sailors seem set to do just that as they strike up a tune in chorus together- 7hey start+ appropriately enough+ with a forecastle song+ commonly known as "8panish 1adies"9 
	)arewell and adieu to you+ 8panish ladies! 
	)arewell and adieu to you+ ladies of8pain! 
	4ur captain.s commanded, .034( 8ignificantly+ the third line ofthe song+ which according to extant records was invariably sung .and is still sung today( as ")or we.ve received orders to sail for (ngland+" was changed by 2elville to "4ur captain.s commanded" .Bannon 8(- :hy would 2elville have changed the lyric to a song that was already widely known> Aefore the line can be completed+ directly after the mention ofthe word "captain+" the "0st 1antucket 8ailor" suddenly calls a halt to the tune+ saying+ "4h bo
	:imble 14 .
	freely with each other as members ofthe same social class+ and in this scene at midnight the crew is temporarily free from the domineering presence ofthe ship.s ruling class,its captain and officers- 7his circumstance influences the character ofthe sailors. transnational interactions with each other+ as will become apparent when looking more closely at their musical expressions on the forecastle- 
	@s the chapter continues+ 2elville continues to subvert the happy song,and, dances that were characteristic ofthe genre- 7he crew begins a second song+ but the captain.s presence proves not so easy to escape- @s the "lst 1antucket 8ailor" strikes up a new song+ the stage direction lets us know that "all follow" along .035(- Aut the captain appears in this song+ too- 2elville does not tell us the name ofthis song+ but the editorial notes by 5arker and +ayford in the 1orton edition reveal that the song+ which
	4ur captain stood upon the deck+ 
	@ spy glass in his hand+ 
	@ viewing of those gallant whales 
	7hat blew at every strand- 
	4h+ your tubs in your boats+ my boys+ 
	@nd by your braces stand+ 
	@nd we.ll have one ofthose fine whales+ 
	+and+ boys+ over hand! 
	8o+ be cheery+ my lads! may your hearts never fail! 
	:hile the bold harpooneer is striking the whale! . 035( 
	:imble 15 .
	7he sailors get through only the first verse and one iteration of the chorus before their singing is again ground to a halt+ this time by the "1d1antucket 8ailor"9 "@vast the chorus! (ight bells there! d.ye hear+ bell,boy> 8trike the bell eight+ thou 5ip! thou blackling! and let me call the watch" .035(- 4nce again+ the point at which the song is halted is significant,this time at the mention of"striking the whale-" 7hrough his depiction of the crew.s interrupted singing+ 2elville implies that despite the e
	1ationalism and 7ransnational Identity 
	@s the sailors continue their celebration+ the scene becomes increasingly marked by competing nationalisms+ through which 2elville shows the forecastle becoming a transnational space- 7he underlying tension among the sailors+ first hinted at in their interrupted performance of these two initial songs+ becomes much more palpable as other songs are attempted- 7he following sequence shows individual sailors asserting the songs and dances oftheir individual nations as they attempt to celebrate together- 7he )re
	:imble 16 .
	comes up with excuses for why they won.t dance with the others+ and significantly+ the 
	sailors.excuses cite the customs of their own individual nation or culture- 7he ".celand 8ailor" says+ ". don.t like your floor+ maty: it.s too springy for my taste-..m used to ice floors-..m sorry to throw cold water on the subject: but excuse me" .036(- 7he "2altese 8ailor" finds it impossible to dance without females9 ":here.s your girls> ---5artners! . must have partners!" . 036(- 7he "8icilian 8ailor" requires not only women but grass9 "@ye: girls and a green!,then ..ll dance with ye" .036(- 7ashtego w
	:imble 17 .
	accident that through his portrayal of the crew.s music in the forecastle+ 2elville examines many issues related to transnationalism in the "2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter- 
	Bhief among these issues are the new conceptions of identity that are enabled+ and indeed required+ ofsubjects who find themselves in transnational formations- .n the forecastle chapter 2elville shows the sailors running up against the futility of maintaining an individual identity based on national models+ on what ;ertovec terms a "strictly bounded sense of locality" .34/(- :e see+ through 2elville.s depictions of music+ the sailors working through and sensing the futility of this type of identity based on
	.n this regard+ an important realization for the crew in this scene is the extent to which each of their individual identities is defined by their self,identification with their own nation- 7hey each have created what Conald 5ease calls their own "national narratives+" and 2elville skillfully reveals the extent to which these national narratives+ as "collective fantasies+ extend the state.s reach into the realm ofindividual psyches" ."1ational 1arratives" 4(- .n the disorienting transnational space ofthe fo
	:imble 18 .
	national narratives- :hen national narratives are decontextualized from the localities that reify them+ as happens in a transnational space such as the forecastle+ the extent to which they have been internalized by individual subjects becomes apparent+ and these national narratives are then exposed as mere ideological constructs- 7he sailors watch each other display his own national fantasy+ and each national fantasy is shown+ through its lack of assent by any other sailor+ to have no claim to truth and no 
	.n highlighting this+ the forecastle chapter itself functions not as a national but as a transnational narrative+ a term that 5ease uses interchangeably with "postnational narrative" to denote a narrative that makes "visible the incoherence+ contingency+ and transitoriness of the national narratives" ."1ational 1arratives" 6(- :hat we see+ in other words+ is the phenomenon of national narratives affecting and effecting the "imaginary relations between peoples and the states that secured them to their appara
	7he effect of this is that we see not so much a crew comprised of individuals as an assembly comprised of representatives from the world.s nations- 7ather than representing 
	:imble 2/ .
	a "nation" as such+ each crewmember might be better understood as representing a "colony" in the new world economic order that was emerging in the mid,nineteenth century+ of which the imperial :nited 8tates was the metropole- 8uch an interpretation would account for the lack of a crew.cast member named the ":nited 8tates 8ailor" in the forecastle chapter- Hfunderstood this way+ the forecastle chapter could be seen as the crew.s first "postcolonial" moment+ as it shows them having been brought together not t
	8o far in the chapter+ 2elville has shown that the crew is unable to unite because their identity is bound up too much in their nationality- .n the forecastle we see each crewmember ideologically committed to his own national narrative+ and in the antagonism that underlies the scene+ and in the violence that will break out at the end of it+ 
	8o far in the chapter+ 2elville has shown that the crew is unable to unite because their identity is bound up too much in their nationality- .n the forecastle we see each crewmember ideologically committed to his own national narrative+ and in the antagonism that underlies the scene+ and in the violence that will break out at the end of it+ 
	:imble 20 

	2elville shows through musical depiction that national narratives cannot be retained if people are to interact and function transnationally- +e seems to be pointing out that simply assembling a coalition of international representatives,as in the manner of @nacharsis Blootz.s assembly during the )rench 7evolution+ mentioned by 2elville in Moby-Dick--d.oes not invariably lead to hannonious relations,rather+ all vestiges of nationalism must be expunged- Ht is as if 2elville realized early on what 8lavov =izek
	Ht is deeply wrong to assert that+ when one throws out nationalist dirty water,.excessive.fanaticism,one should be careful not to lose the baby of healthy.national identity+ so that one should trace the line of separation between the proper degree of healthy.nationalism which guarantees the necessary minimum of national identity+ and excessive.nationalism- .=izek 2 7( 
	7he cosmopolitanism of "an @nacharsis Blootz deputation" .2elville l /6(+ in other words+ might be impressive on a surface level+ but unless participants can relinquish their primary identities as citizens of a particular nation+ transnational unity will remain elusive- 4n the other hand+ the assumption that "unity" is even a desirable thing should also be questioned- @s recent work by scholars such as 1ikhil 5ak 8ingh and 8acvan Aercovitch has pointed out+ transnational fonnations are marked by difference 
	Blootzian vision of international unity seems to represent a naive and shallow .
	:imble 21 .
	understanding of internationalism- 2elville highlights+ in the microcosm of the forecastle+ the condition of difference that was characteristic of working class people throughout the world+ of all nationalities and races- @s 5eter 1inebaugh and 2arcus 7ediker+ in their study ofmaritime labor history have put it+ "the proletariat was not a unified cultural class+ and it was not a race" .220(- .t was because ofthis hybridity and difference that the working class was commonly referred to by those in positions 
	>7his disunited international working classB was landless ---it was poor ---it was mobile+ transatlantic ---it was female and male+ of all ages ---it was multitudinous+ numerous+ and it was growing ---it was cooperative and it was laboring- 7he collective power of the many rather than the skilled labor of the one produced its most forceful energy ---it was motley+ both dressed in rags and multiethnic in appearance ---it was 
	-
	vulgar- .1inebaugh and 7ediker 22 L) @nd the place onboard the 3equod where these differences are most prominent is the forecastle+ when the crew is not focused on work+ and their differences become strongly apparent to each other- 7he forecastle epitomizes that quality of a commercial ship that 1inebuagh and 7ediker describe as "not only the means ofcommunication between continents+" but as "the place where working people from those different continents communicated- @ll the contradictions of social antago
	:imble 22 .
	something much deeper than a mere humorous and condescending display of their pettiness or narrow,mindedness: this portrayal might also be questioning whether unity or consensus is even a desirable thing+ for 2elville clearly shows that this degree of difference cannot be accommodated by a national narrative- 7ecent work in transnational @merican studies has reclaimed the significance of"difference" in @merican history, the importance of what 8acvan Aercovitch has called "dissensus" .7adway 1(- 5erhaps the 
	8ignificantly+ the only characters in the forecastle chapter who are designated by their individual names,the only characters whose identity is not subsumed in their nationality,are those crewmembers who are of non,white races9 5ip+ 7ashtego+ and Caggoo- 7hese men have no interest in upholding nationalism because as slaves or indigenous peoples they have always been outsiders in the nations in which they have resided: because of their race and ethnicities they have never received any benefits of citizenship
	5ace and 7ransnationalism 
	:imble 23 .
	4nboard the 3equod in 0740+ however+ the racial identities of 5ip+ 7ashtego+ and Caggoo become merely another source ofdisunity among the crew+ as the next part of the "2idnight )orecastle" chapter shows- Aecause 2elville illustrates here the relations between ethnicity+ race+ and nationalism so knowingly and subtly+ it is worth looking at this scene in some detail- @s the chapter continues+ the songs and dances stop altogether when another stage direction indicates that a storm is approaching9 "7hey cease 
	5 

	@ constructed national "other" is essential to the working ofa national narrative+ but in the forecastle+ with each sailor ideologically committed to his own national narrative and with none of these narratives enjoying any privilege over any other+ each crewmember is simultaneously the "other" ofevery other crewmember- 7hus there is at the same time a plethora of"others" and no "others-" Hn the landlessness of life onboard the ship+ national narratives lose their context+ their grounding+ as it were- ln th
	5-1ubiano+ for instance+ has pointed out that "the state and the political economy of the :nited 8tates are themselves entirely dependent on the internal imperial racialization of the population" .qtd- in 7adway 00(- 
	:imble 24 
	forecastle chapter finally erupts into violence based on racial difference- 7he sailors. self, perceived necessity of maintaining their national narratives as an essential component of their individual identities+ along with the breaking down of those narratives in the forecastle+ has mandated an ideological shift to focusing on racial differences+ because one thing that the various nations can agree on is that racial "others" such as Caggoo+ 4ueequeg+ and 7ashtego are not entitled to be fully included as c
	:imble 25 .
	black.s afraid of me! ..m quarried out of it!" .04/(- Caggoo.s display of racial awareness and proud affirmation of blackness sets off a violent dispute that will spread throughout the entire crew- 7he "8panish 8ailor+" now remarks .the stage directions tell us( in an aside9 "+e wants to bully+ ah! the old grudge makes me touchy" . 04/(- 7he "old grudge" here refers to 8pain.s longstanding dispute with the nations of1orth @frica over resources+ religion+ and slaves ..elley+ "1egotiating Bultural 8paces" 006
	:imble 26 .
	Caggoo+ perhaps sensing the general tone ofdisorientation among the sailors+ does not back down+ and it is at this moment+ in his self,assertion+ that we see the international become the transnational+ for it is at this point that the forecastle is transformed from a scene ofinternational confusion into a true transnational space- Caggoo is responsible for this "transnational turn+" because+ as 7ally explains+ national narratives cannot stand once 
	subject peoples have asserted themselves+ and above all+ asserted their difference from the national symbolic system: this difference cannot be wholly integrated within the national narrative- :hen these figures surge up+.as unintegrated externalities+ they expose national identity as an artifact rather than a tacit assumption+ a purely contingent social construction rather than a meta,social universal- ."Aelieving in @merica" 65( 
	8omeone ofCaggo.s status+ a status delimited by race+ would not have been able to assert himself so forcefully in the nineteenth century on land+ in a nationalistic space+ but in an emerging transnational space such as the forecastle we see it happen- Ht is in the self, assertion of people who have been marginalized by the state that new+ self,defined identities are formed+ identities fonned in the recognition ofthese subjects. transnational characteristics9 "7ransnationalism makes self,expansion possible+ 
	manifested+ and it is here that we can get an idea ofwhat for 2elville is at stake in .
	:imble 27 .
	transnational social formations- Caggoo is emboldened to challenge the 8panish sailor because ofhis impending sense of racial identity: thus+ the real significance of transnational social formations is not their implications for the nation,state+ but how these transnational formations affect subjectivities within nation,states- .n other words+ transnationalism does not describe merely the phenomenon ofnational frameworks working across national borders+ which is+ after all+ nothing new- 7ather+ the real sig
	Caggoo.s self,assertion arises in reaction to the racism that is integral to the 8panish sailor.s nationalism+ and Caggoo.s new identity formation rests on the realization that could only arise in a transnational space9 that he is a member of a transnational social formation ofracially marginalized peoples- 7he disorienting quality of a transnational space+ which has had a destabilizing effect on the national identities of some crewmembers+ has been the very thing that has strengthened the identity of other
	:imble 28 .
	indigenous crewmembers- @fter Caggoo.s emboldened outburst+ the 8panish 8ailor retorts+ ".nife thee heartily! big frame+ small spirit" .04/(- 7ather than trying to stop the fight+ the rest of the crew seem to relish it+ shouting all together+ "@ row! a row! a row!" as they fonn a circle around the two combatants . 040 (-2elville could have ended the chapter here: the closing of the "foresail" stage,curtain on a frenzied brawl would have provided an effective conclusion to the scene- Aut the way that 2elvill
	7he transnational transformation that has occurred in the forecastle has enabled a disenfranchised person to speak in soliloquy+ a form that in previous chapters was reserved for the officers alone- @s the crew.s brawl is interrupted by an approaching storm+ they shout together9 "7he squall! the squall! jump+ my jollies!" .040(- 7he sailors scatter+ and the only one left onstage is 5ip+ who now delivers a soliloquy of his own- (xpanding on the themes of whiteness and blackness introduced in the chapter+ 5ip
	7he transnational transformation that has occurred in the forecastle has enabled a disenfranchised person to speak in soliloquy+ a form that in previous chapters was reserved for the officers alone- @s the crew.s brawl is interrupted by an approaching storm+ they shout together9 "7he squall! the squall! jump+ my jollies!" .040(- 7he sailors scatter+ and the only one left onstage is 5ip+ who now delivers a soliloquy of his own- (xpanding on the themes of whiteness and blackness introduced in the chapter+ 5ip
	:imble 3/ 

	beneath the supposedly crude+ vulgar surface of melodrama lies a noble+ tragic spilit to rival that of high 8hakespearean drama- @t the close of his musical melodrama+ 2elville shines the spotlight on 5ip+ concentrating and completing the shift of focus, initiated at the chapter.s opening, from white officers to a non,white+ powerless individual- .n the forecastle chapter+ then+ 2elville uses the musical melodramatic form as a lens through which to explore the intersections of race+ class+ and nationality: 
	:imble 30 .
	.;- 8ea 8hanty 
	Historical Contexts 
	.n the descriptions of shantying in Moby-Dick, music plays a very different role from that of the nationalistic songs and dances of the forecastle,yet+ as with musical melodramas+ understanding the historical context of sea shanties is important for understanding how 2elville.s musical depictions address aspects of transnationalism-7ecords of sea shanties exist as far back as the 04//s+ and even at this early date the mixing of cultures+ which would later become such a prominent feature of shanties+ is alre
	:imble 31 .
	collectivity in tum engenders and requires correspondingly new modes ofcommunication and expression- 8hanties fulfilled this requirement for nineteenth,century sailors- 
	Aecause it was necessary for a multilingual crew onboard a whaling ship to have a common language+ sailors. language developed certain characteristics+ which 1inebaugh and 7ediker term the "language ofthe @tlantic+" essentially a form ofpidgin,(nglish+ described as comprising "nautical (nglish+" the "8abir" ofthe 2editerranean+ the "hermetic,like cant ofthe underworld+" and a :est @frican grammatical construction .041(- 7his language+ even apart from shantying+ had a very musical quality+ with inflections o
	1ike pidgin,(nglish+ one important aspect ofthe cultural amalgamation represented in shanties is the degree to which they exhibited a strong @frican and @frican @merican aesthetic .*ioia 011(- 7his can be seen in the prominent use ofcall,and, response form .a dialogic pattern in which a soloist.s phrases are answered with a repeated melody or refrain sung by a chorus( and in the importance placed on vocal improvisation+ a skill that served to alleviate the repetitive monotony of many tasks onboard a ship- 7
	6 

	6- (nglish author )rank Aullen+ writing in 0802 ofhis time at sea+ recounted that "many a Bhantyman was prized in spite of his poor voice because of his improvisations ----5oor doggerel they were mostly and often lewd and filthy+ but they gave the knowing and appreciative shipmates+ who roared the refrain+ much opportunity for laughter" .qtd- in *ioia 012(-
	:imble 32 .
	resulting+ for example+ in the well,known similarities of fonu between @frican songs and sea shanties" .056(- 4ne of the distinguishing features of transnational social formations is their hybridity+ marked by a fluidity of constructed styles and social practices+ which are "often described in terms of syncretism+ creolization+ bricolage+ cultural translation+ and hybridity" .;ertovec 340 (+ and shanties+ with their use of @frican musical elements mixed with those from (urope and @merica are a perfect examp
	8hanties were often assembled from pieces of tunes heard in ports around the world+ and as such they could be considered to be one of the earliest transnational forms of music- 8ometimes a song that had originated in one language would be translated into another+ while other times a song would retain its native language even after it had been incorporated into use by sailors who spoke an entirely different language- 7his constant "borrowing across linguistic barriers" may account for the frequent use in man
	4ne of the most physically demanding of such tasks was that of heaving the anchor+ a chore that could sometimes take hours to complete- @ special category of shanty+ known as "windlass" or "capstan" songs+ were reserved exclusively for this task- Aecause heaving the anchor could take so long+ this category of shanty featured many drawn,out verses+ and the lyrics often told a story as the song progressed+ which kept the workers mentally engaged in the narrative of the song while being physically occupied 
	:imble 33 .
	with the arduous task .*ioia 010(- .n fact+ the first time that 2elville depicts shantying in Moby-Dick, it is during a scene in which the crew is heaving the anchor in 1antucket harbor before they embark for the sea- 7his scene illustrates an important aspect of shanties9 Hn contrast to the ballads+ jigs+ and shuffles performed for enjoyment on the forecastle at night+ shanties were afunctional music- 7hat is+ they were used exclusively for work,they helped to maintain a steady working pace and rhythm+ whi
	Aut shanties. function as work songs begs the question as to what purpose this unity serves9 Co the shanties represent a type oftransnational unification and solidarity that is simply reabsorbed into and appropriated by nationalist or global capitalist aims> 8hanties+ after all+ are work songs+ and they are sung in order to make the crew work 
	:imble 34 .
	better together,that is to say+ to work harder and more efficiently+ and in this sense the shanties serve merely as a tool for the crew to further their own exploitation- <et if the contexts and circumstances of the crew.s shanties are examined more closely+ other political meanings emerge- 
	@s will be shown+ the crew.s choice of songs+ and the occasions on which they are sung+ can be seen as acts of resistance+ for the sailors repeatedly defy orders that there shall be no singing of"profane songs+" and no singing on holy days .2elville 83(- 7his sort of resistance might be underestimated by a modem reader+ but as 1inebuagh and 7ediker have pointed out+ a commercial ship.s officers would have been acutely attuned to such collective acts of insubordination+ for the threat of mutiny always loomed
	@s will be shown+ the crew.s choice of songs+ and the occasions on which they are sung+ can be seen as acts of resistance+ for the sailors repeatedly defy orders that there shall be no singing of"profane songs+" and no singing on holy days .2elville 83(- 7his sort of resistance might be underestimated by a modem reader+ but as 1inebuagh and 7ediker have pointed out+ a commercial ship.s officers would have been acutely attuned to such collective acts of insubordination+ for the threat of mutiny always loomed
	:imble 35 

	renegades+ and castaways" were in a position neither to articulate nor attain- .n fact+ this agency would not be articulated until the rise ofsubaltern and postcolonial critical perspectives more than a century later- 
	@nother factor that helps a reader give due recognition to the 3equod's crew.s resistance is understanding the historical context of political resistance among sailors and the particular ways that it was expressed among them- .n short+ sailors. resistance+ what 1inebaugh and 7ediker call their "hydrarchy" .a reference to the "many,headed hydra+" discussed earlier(+ was forced underground in order to escape reprisal from hegemonic forces- .n other words+ resistance was expressed much more surreptitiously at 
	:imble 36 .
	labor that united all of the other means" . l 38(- @nd the radicalism associated with seamen is rooted fundamentally in their identities as transnationals9 "Ay the early 073/s the crews were the bottom dogs of all nations and races" .4lson 10 (+ and "the early shapers of what would become the oppositional social systems of seamanship were the outcasts of all nations" .1inebaugh and 7ediker l 47(+ for on a commercial vessel such as the 3equod, "the captain would take on sailors wherever he could find them --
	5esistance and 7ransnational Identities 
	7here are few scenes in Moby-Dick in which the crew is depicted singing sea shanties+ but these scenes are related in showing the crew.s subtle forms of resistance+ and in showing how shantying is an expression of their collective identity as distinct from that of the ship.s officers- 7he first depiction of shantying+ in Bhapter 11+ "2erry Bhristmas+" is perhaps the most significant in this regard+ in that it shows the crew defying the authority of the ship.s owners- 7his occurs when the sailors perform the
	:imble 37 .
	.n getting under weigh+ the station generally occupied by the pilot is the 
	front part of the ship ----Aildad+ . say+ might now be seen actively 
	engaged in looking over the bows for the approaching anchor+ and at 
	intervals singing what seemed a dismal stave of psalmody+ to cheer the 
	hands at the windlass+ who roared forth some sort of chorus about the girls 
	of Aoob le @lley+ with hearty good will- .83( Aildad intends his dismal psalmody to "cheer" the crew+ but being entirely unsuited for the task of weighing anchor+ the sailors ignore this song and the authority ofAildad+ and sing a song of their own instead- @nd not only is the song,as 5arker and +ayford.s editorial notes tell us,a profane one+ about prostitutes who frequented a slum street+ the crew sing this profane song on Bhristmas day+ in blatant defiance of orders- .shmael states9 "1ot three days previ
	8hantying is a practice in which only the crew can take part+ so in addition to serving the utilitarian function of aiding heavy labor+ shantying also functions as an expression of agency,as a means of asserting a crew.s collective identity as distinct from that of their officers- "7he shanty is an instrument of the crew,.the people+.the common foremast hands,in which the officers have no part+ nor can have any part+ and 
	:imble 38 .
	over which they have no domain except that of negation" .)rank 7/(- Hn other words+ shanties are an expression of the new kind of identity engendered by transnational formations+ one that is rooted in collective action- @s )luck points out+ one way of "reconstituting identity in political transnationalism is via collective action and solidarity" .266(- 7his transnational+ collective identity is rooted in the structures of global capital that are specific to maritime labor+ and the sailors. expressions of so
	+aving established the connection between the crew.s singing of shanties and the act of defiance entailed in their profanation of holy days+ 2elville reinforces this connection- 7he next time 2elville describes the crew in the act of shantying+ it is again in the context of the crew defying a Bhristian holy day+ by working on the 8abbath- .µ Bhapter 56+ "Butting .n+" .shmael makes light of the situation9 "Ht was a 8aturday night+ and such a 8abbath followed! (x officio professors of 8abbath breaking are all
	+aving established the connection between the crew.s singing of shanties and the act of defiance entailed in their profanation of holy days+ 2elville reinforces this connection- 7he next time 2elville describes the crew in the act of shantying+ it is again in the context of the crew defying a Bhristian holy day+ by working on the 8abbath- .µ Bhapter 56+ "Butting .n+" .shmael makes light of the situation9 "Ht was a 8aturday night+ and such a 8abbath followed! (x officio professors of 8abbath breaking are all
	:imble 4/ 

	heavers forward now resume their song" .134(+ and shanties are once again linked with defiance of earthly and divine authority- 
	.n this regard+ it is significant that the subversive voice of the crew is revealed in music rather than in >shmael.s narration- Bf the crew.s solidarity is revealed in musical settings but remains "unsayable" in words+ then this leads to a new understanding of B-L-7-/ames.s assertion that 2elville intended "to make the crew the real heroes ofthe book+ but he >wasB afraid of criticism" . 07(->n a sense+ it is only with the rise+ in the mid, twentieth century+ of postcolonial and subaltern critical perspecti
	~ 
	:imble 40 
	transnational crew.s perspective could be seen as a fulfillment of what that crew+ in the mid,nineteenth century+ could articulate only in a sublimated form in their shantying,in what they sang+ how they sang+ and the occasions on which they chose to sing- 
	8ubaltern identities+ of which we see the faintest stirrings among the 3equod's crew+ are a driving force of transnational perspectives+ and are an integral characteristic distinguishing these perspectives from various other international relations and formations- @s 8eigel has perceptively pointed out9 
	4bservers of the transnational tum in history often understand the popularity of global perspectives as the outcome of recent,say+ postwar,phenomena+ grouped under the rubric ofglobalization. 7hat term+ however+ describes a set of conditions of varying vintages- *ranting it "newness" and agency forgets the global encounters that have long driven grand social and political forces- .t is not so,called globalization+ but the mobility and resistance occasioned by colonialism+ as translated by anticolonial and p
	8o the beginnings of a "process of resistance+" which Conald 5ease identifies as one pole of transnationalism ."5ostnational and 5ostcolonial 7econfigurations" 162(+ are represented by the crew.s opposition+ expressed in their shantying- .t is not that the crew is mutinying+ or triumphing over their exploiters,rather+ 2elville shows a form of resistance that looms below the surface- 7heirs is a process of resistance in which the "process" has only just begun+ and is in an incipient state+ and 2elville shows
	8o the beginnings of a "process of resistance+" which Conald 5ease identifies as one pole of transnationalism ."5ostnational and 5ostcolonial 7econfigurations" 162(+ are represented by the crew.s opposition+ expressed in their shantying- .t is not that the crew is mutinying+ or triumphing over their exploiters,rather+ 2elville shows a form of resistance that looms below the surface- 7heirs is a process of resistance in which the "process" has only just begun+ and is in an incipient state+ and 2elville shows
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	Aut the reader must trust her own eyes and ears,must+ in particular+ attune her ears to the crew.s music+ and not be distracted by .shmael.s words- 7he reader+ in other words+ must overcome her own logocentrism- .n fact+ throughout Moby-Dick, 2elville attempts to draw the reader away from the surface oflshmael.s words- (verywhere+ he is prompting us+ inviting us+ virtually imploring us+ to read .shmael.s narrative against the grain+ to see the contradictions in it- )or instance+ when .shmael argues on page 
	Aut it seems that many critics have not been so astute+ for not only have they tended to take .shmael at his word+ many have made the even more egregious error of reading .shmael.s words as speaking for 2elville himself- Bharles 4lson called out this persistent error more than fifty years ago+ noting that for "too long in criticism of the novel .shmael has been confused with +ennan 2elville himself..46(-.n order to see 2elville.s representation of transnationalism as the progressive political vision that it
	7 

	7-1ancy )redricks+ writing several decades after 4lson+ states that "one of the biggest temptations among 2elville critics has been to conflate the first,person narrator with its author- Ht is easy to understand why we do this when we consider that .shmael and 2elville are both writing the same book" .2/(- 
	0-r 
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	H 
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	resistance in their shanties- .n fact+ the crew.s resistance lies so far beneath the surface that the reader might very well miss it entirely if attention is not drawn deliberately to the depths ofthe crew.s music+ and away from the surface ofishmael.s words-
	;-Bonclusion 
	ln the "2idnight+ )orecastle" chapter+ then+ 2elville uses the musical theater form of nautical melodrama to show how unity+ cross,cultural communication+ and interaction break down when individual sailors assert their various nationalities and cultures as a means of self,identification- 7he sailors. various fonns ofrecreational music and dance do not carry over well across cultures and become rather a means ofdis, unification- Aut when used in work+ music functions very differently- :hen singing shanties i
	:imble 43 .
	years- )or interpretive frameworks are not merely neutral tools+ but are themselves constructs that influence not only how the works they interpret are understood+ but also how the larger society+ which those works represent and speak to+ is understood9 "Moby-Dick was not+ for scholars of @merican 8tudies+ merely an object of analysis-.t provided the field itself with a framework narrative that included the nonns and assumptions out of which the field was organized ----4verall this frame narrative assisted 
	Aut while the two primary idioms of musical expression in the book+ the nationalistic song and the shanty+ may be seen as a kind of binary opposition+ the more important opposition occurs between the crew.s music and .shmael.s narration,that is+ between the musical voice and the written word,and in Moby-Dick these two forces are representative of two modes of transnationalism- 4ne mode functions primarily in acquiescence to global capital+ while the other functions primarily in resistance to it+ and the cur
	:imble 44 .
	accommodation and resistance to global capital that occurred on commercial ships+ citing "the organization of the maritime state from above+ and the self,organization of sailors from below- 7he ship thus became both an engine of capitalization ---and a setting of resistance" .033(- 5ease+ who has devoted a great deal of thought to the dual nature of transnationalism+ further elucidates9 "Ht is because it goes above the nation,state and goes below it at the same time that globalization has resulted in intrac
	~ 
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	own statements ofreligious relativism in the room at the inn with 4ueequeg+ and those who investigate the matter further will find that 2elville received a great deal of criticism for the less,than,glowing assessment of missionaries that appeared in his earlier books .5arker and +ayford 354,6/(-.n other words+ the mindful reader is already aware of how both 2elville and .shmael feel about missionaries+ and the fact that here .shmael conflates "the missionary and the merchant" suggests that 2elville wants us
	:hen .shmael claims that the whaling industry+ representing what today is known as the "private sector+" does a better job of promoting democracy and bringing markets and other "benefits" to remote countries than governments do+ he is relaying a trope that has become pervasive in our own time among neoconservatives- :hile on the surface critical of the state+ this mode of transnationalism is in fact thoroughly imbricated with it+ for it "simply recasts the state through the reproduction of the collective il
	worlds.he 
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	than the world the state has already imposed" .5ease+ "1ational 1arratives" 2(- Aut transnational formations need not always work complicity with global capital+ for there is an opposing mode of transnationalism- 5ease explains this aspect further9 ":hen it describes the translocal solidarities oftransnational advocacy like 4xfam+ or @mnesty .nternational+ or of the international projects of feminism+ @ct,:p and the *reen 5arty+ that exist outside and work across international borders+ the postnational sign
	Blearly+ 2elville.s ideas related to transnationalism and nationalism as they find expression in Moby-Dick are complex+ even contradictory,and any attempt to claim that the book promulgates only one or the other mode of transnational ism is therefore too simplistic- @nd yet it would be equally mistaken to conclude that 2elville was ambivalent on the matter+ especially when the depictions of music in the novel seem to work against .shmael.s own statements- @s the crew.s shanties in particular show+ 2elville.
	Blearly+ 2elville.s ideas related to transnationalism and nationalism as they find expression in Moby-Dick are complex+ even contradictory,and any attempt to claim that the book promulgates only one or the other mode of transnational ism is therefore too simplistic- @nd yet it would be equally mistaken to conclude that 2elville was ambivalent on the matter+ especially when the depictions of music in the novel seem to work against .shmael.s own statements- @s the crew.s shanties in particular show+ 2elville.
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	own would suggest- Hn the end+ each reader must decide how ".shmael,centrically" she will read Moby-Dick, and how much irony+ if any+ she sees lurking beneath the surface of .shmael.s statements: but the crew.s music should play a factor in this decision- 
	7hrough his depiction of these two musical genres+ 2elville highlights the important role that labor plays in uniting the world.s peoples, but this unity can only be achieved if national identities are renounced+ that is+ if workers are able to relinquish the sense that their identity is determined and delimited by their status as subjects of a particular nation,state- <et it is only in labor .in shantying(+ not in leisure .in the songs and dances in the forecastle(+ that the crew is able to do this- 7hus+ 
	~ 
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